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But they are sure to find,
They will 'but corrupt the mind.
And encourage them a sinful life to lead.
The Bible is a light
T o the one who's doing right,
To illuminate his pathway .with its ray:
lAnd it also is a lamp.
T o the one "without the camip;"
It reveals the hidden ipitifalls by the way.
.
. . ,
I r r , L,
IHad t-he nations only took,
And

sQugbt

guidance

frQ|m

that

Book>

Before the ^resent struggle was begun;
They would 'be at peace today,
a
soldier in array—
'Nor a mother's heart to mourn what they
have done.
The Bible, it is right,
^ n d it teaches not to fight;
Jesus told us we our enemies should love:

|Wg

shouM

lAjnd
;

i{

forg)jving

, u s e d despitefu'lK'

We should be :--st as harmless as a dove.
^ ^
^
,hav£ a l H w k )
go

ln

wWch

they

o f t m

lookj

\ n d j n whiich they seek His guidance when
(perplexed :
^ X U ' t t " S ' e o u s way,
And Christians love to do as God directs.

24 Kindersley,

Sask., Canada. Dec. 29, 1914.

"Come, ye needy, come and welcome,
Goid's free bounty g l o r i f y ;
True belief and true repentance,
Every grace that brings you nigh,
(Without money,
Came to Jesus Christ and buy. "

"THE BIBLE."

By Lena Cairmichscl.
The Christians have a Book ,
In which they o'ften look.
For cheer and comfort on their weary way:
Tt telds of Jesus' love.
Wanted,
And a Home prepared above;
For the faithful in the land of Golden Day. but men of

men—not
sentimentalists,
devout spirit—harmless as
doves, 'but also wise as serpents—men
Of all the books that be.
on whom is found the spirit of wisdom
The Christians will agree,
That the Bible is the best, the grandest one; and a sound mind in the service of the
Church, making it effectual for promotIt's a held in time o:f need.
And the hungry soul doth feed,
ing the kingdom of heaven.
And i'S sure to stand when 'heaven and
earth are gone.

But those who live 'for self,
Leave their Bible on the shelf.
While other books inferior they

read;

The missionary revival of the past decade is one of 'the most C H E E R I N G
SIGNS OE THE TIMES.
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In Psalm 42: 1, 2, the language expresses extreme thirst.
" A s the hart
panteth for the water brooks, so panteth
my soul after thee, O God.
M y soul thirsteth for God, for the
living God."
When Jesus was present at the feast
at Jerusalem as related in John 7, and
saw the famished people, knowing full
well what was their greatest need, He,
011 the last, the great, day of the feast
stood and cried, " I f any man thirst let
him come unto me and drink."
He
that believeth on me as the scripture
hath said from within him (out of his
belly) shall flow rivers of living water.
But this spake he of the Spirit which
they thai 'believed on him were to receive; for the Spirit (Holy Spirit) was
not yet given because Jesus was
not yet glorified."
At this time Jesus had not yet completed rlis work.
In this chapter, as
also in other places in the gospels, there
occurs the expression, " H i s hour was
net yet come."
When at last the hour
for His ibeing offered up had arrived
He said "Mine hour has come."
So
He met His hour and went to Calvary's
cross and gave His life a Sacrifice, a
Ransom for all.
On the third day He
came forth from the sepulchre alive having triumphed over death, hell and the
grave and after forty days ascended to
heaven to the right hand of God from
whence H e had come.
He was now
glorified and everything was in readiness for the completion of God's plan
as intimated in our verse in John 7,
"The Spirit was not yet given because
Christ was not yet glorified." Ten days
after the ascension when the day of
Pentecost was fully come there occurred
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5 : 5, and according to Rom. 8 : 26, He
helps their infirmities and makes intercession for them.
Now as to the enduement with the
Holy Spirit which is identical with being
clothed with power from on high (Luke
24: 49 R. v.), according to the declaration of Jesus in John 7 : 37, 38, is solely
dependent on believing on Him "as the
scripture hath said."
His language is
very plain: " H e that believeth on me
as the scripture hath said. . . .this spake
he of the Spirit which they that believe
on him were to receive."
When once
H e Jesus, would be glorified then all
true believers would receive the Holy
Spirit.
But this could not take place
until Jesus was glorified : after that event
was accomplished the way was open for
the Holy Spirit to enter on His work.
T w o things stand out in connection
That this was the understanding of
with this question in regard to the Holy
the apostle Paul is evident from Acts
Spirit.
He came on Pentecost to a1 9 : 2, when he met the "certain discibide, and He would be received by all
ples" whom he asked whether they rebelievers. The words of Jesus are plain.
ceived the Holy Spirit when (not since)
" I will pray the Father and he shall give
they believed (R. v.).
The Emphatic
you another Comforter
(Advocate,
iDiaglott renders it, " H e said to them if
Helper), that he may be with you fora spirit holy you received having beever." (John 1 4 : 16, R. V . ) .
During
lieved."
Their answer was that they
the present dispensation the Holy Spirit
had not heard whether there be any
is the active agent on earth in behalf of
holy Spirit. In the cas e of the Ephesian
the affairs of God's kingdom.
His
believers be writes: " W e . . . h a v e before
work on earth will continue until the
hoped (trusted, A. V.) in Christ: in whom
Church shall be taken up to meet the
ye also, having heard the word of truth,
Lord in the air.
Jesus said the work the gospel of your salvation,—in whom
of the Holy Spirit would be "to reprove ( I say) having also believed, ye were
(convict) the world in respect of sin, sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise
and of righteousness, and of judgnnent," which is an earnest of our inheritance"
also, to guide believers into all truth. (Eph. 1 : 13, 1 4 ) .
A s to the meaning
So He is the active agent in the promo- of the word believe in this connection,
tion of tbe Lord's work thruout the we give the following from Cruden's
world.
There is never a new birth Concordance.
It means " T o receive,
anywhere but it is brought about by the depend and rely on Christ for life and
operation of the Holy Spirit.
There salvation" (John 1 : 12, 1 3 ; 3 : 15, 1 6 ;
is no true revival anywhere where the Rom. 9 : 3 3 ) .
Holy Spirit is not the one that does it.
That a great deal of confusion obtains
He sheds abroad in the hearts of believamong
the professed peqple of God in
ers the love of God acording to Rom.

that next event in God's economy of
grace, when on the waiting disciples
there came that mighty outpouring of
the Holy Spirit, illuminating and empowering them for the work to which
they -were appointed, namely, make disciples of all nations.
How great was the change in these
men!
How they were emboldened to
meet and battle with their foes who
were the enemies of God and would
hinder His work!
Persecutions could
not terrify them, nay, they rejoiced that
they were counted worthy to suffer reproach for His name.
They gloried
in the shame of the cross of Calvary:
were 'bold in acknowledging fealty to
Christ and were ready to lay down their
lives for His sake.
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regard to this matter is evident from the
variety of teaching that obtains among
those who undertake to teach on these
lines.
Paul in his last interview with
the Ephesian elders says he did not
shrink from declaring unto them anything that was profitable, teaching them
publicly and from house to house, testifying both to Tews and Greeks "repentance toward God, and faith toward our
Lord Jseus Christ" (Acts 20: 20, 2 1 ) ,
and mentions nothing of a subsequent
Holy Spirit baptism.
In this he is in
accord with our text in John 7 as quoted
in the beginning of our writing where
Jesus said, " H e that believeth on me as
the scripture hath s a i d . . . . T h i s spake
he of the Spirit which they that believe
on him were to receive."
T h e question, then, of first importance is whether we, in our exeprience
of the religion of Jesus Christ, have believed on Christ according to the scripture, or whether we have tried to climb
in some other way, having perhaps been
engage'd with doing, vows and promises,
self-effort, fleshly effort, all of which
ignores the fact that Christ's work of
atonement and redemption is complete,
and that salvation is alone upon the
merits of His death and resurrection.
Y e s , "In Christ is full redemption found,
What a blessed
salvation!
His praises thru my soul resound,
What a blessed
salvation!

we do that simply and childlike He will
not fail to satisfy our thirsting heart.
"All things are mine since I am His,
How can I keep from
singing?
Come
drink.

Eternal life thru Jesus'
blood,
What a blessed
salvation!
Come, sink beneath the crimson
What a blessed
salvation!

There is money needed at this time
for the purchase of another cow, a horse
and fruit trees.
The donations have been well up to
the average of former years for maintenance in the way of cash, provisions
and clothing.
A cow was also 'donated.
General Conference authorized a continuation of the work at Harrisburg in
the way of a Nusery Orphanage: all
children under six years being kept
there.

blood,

He takes my crimson stains army,
What a blessed
salvation!
He helps and keeps me every day,
What a blessed
salvation!
Y e s , how easy are the conditions in
Christ's invitation to those who thirst!
"Come unto M E and D R I N K . "
If

THiE

MESSIAH

HOME

.ORPHANAGE.

The Board of Managers of the Messiah Hom e Orphanage have requested
me to make a statement of the financial
status of the Orphanage.
During last Conference year 1 9 1 3 - 1 4
there was nearly $4500.00 collected from
private individuals, churches and Sunday Schools and $ 1 5 0 0 . 0 0 was received
from the state.
Out of the above sum
including the proceeds from sale of
•building at Harrisburg the work was
maintained and the new buildings at
Grantham were nearly completed.
After the removal of the major portion of
the children to Grantham on July 3 1 ,
1914, it was found necessary to erect
a laundry building and cistern and purchase additional furnishings.
There
was also a school building erected near
the Messiah Bible School Building at
a cost of nearly $1750.00.
T h e farming operations for the first
year necessitated considerable outlay in
improvements and equipment and yielded comparatively small returns.
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There has not been enough received
to kedp up the maintenance of the work
at both places and with the different
buildings and improvements there is at
present an indebtedness of $ 1 5 0 0 . 0 0 on
the school building that is being carried
by three brethren for one year without
interest and $700.00 on the laundry
building and furnishing of the School
and Orphanage buildings.
The maintenance fund is also nearly
$500.00 short making a total indebtedness of $3100.00.
This amount includes $400.00 held in trust for children placed out in private homes.
T h e Management is loath to report
the above condition since that last year
there was such a favorable report to
give in that there was no deficit and an
old accumulated debt of $ 1 0 3 1 . 1 3 was
paid off.
W e hope that the Lord may
lead those who are able to come to the
relief of this 'worthy cause.
Enos H. Hess, Secy.

5

Clothing and provisions can also be
consistently used, and if there are any
who feel inclined to assist in this work,
kindly address either Eld. S. G. Engle,
4014 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia,
Pa., or Bro. B. B. Eichelberger, as hereinbefore stated.
Persons desiring to make shipment of
any goods should first correspond with
either of the brethren mentioned to obtain the proper shipping point, because
Philadelphia has a number of different
freight distributing points, and the nearest point to the Mission should be obtained.
By order of the Gen. E x . Board..
S P E C I A L N O T I C E T O S. S.
SUPERINTENDENTS.

Annual report blanks have been sent
to all the Brethren Sunday School Superintendents of last year as f a r as we
were able to get addressess.
If any
have failed to receive blanks they can
be supplied by writing to mie at once.
P H I L A D E L P H I A .MISSION NOTICE.
The present Superintendents will please
see to it that the reports are properly
-We hereby kindly inform the Brother- filled and mailed at once, thereby avoidhood at large, that, all contributions in- ing unnecessary delays.
tended for the Philadelphia Mission
William Page, Secy. Gen. S. S. Board.
work, should be forwarded to Bro. B.
Detroit, Kan.
B. Eichelberger, 3418 N. Second St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., Treasurer of the Mission dist., until further notice.
Bro. Shoaltz's labors in Harrisburg,
Bro. and Sr. Peter Stover are still liv- Pa., came to an end on Sunday evening,
ing at the Philadelphia Mission, but have the 17th., inst.
During nearly three
no official connection with the Mission weeks Bro. ShoaJtz labored faithfully,
work.
The Mission effort of late has speaking twice each week day and three
taken on another form, and apparently times on Sunday besides doing consideris simmering down to an actual working able visiting in private homes.
The
basis again, which, however, needs en- attendance was quite encouraging as a
couragement.
There are many urgent rule.
Visiting members came from
needs, especially of late, as some repairs Lancaster county as also from Cumberwere needed, and there are still some land, and Franklin counties.
The inmore which ought to receive prompt at- terest was good altho' we had hoped for
tention.
larger results.
There were a number
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of bright conversions, and among the
members there was considerable of spiritual concern in the way of heart-searching and seeking to reach higher ground.
It is generally conceded that the tide
of conviction and conversion of sinners,
as also of sanctification of believers, did
not reach the proportions that was looked for, but why this was so no one could
tell for certain, and to conjecture would
be unwise.
But we praise God for
what was done, and our concern is for
those who have been won, that they may
be shepherded properly and brought into
the full enjoyment of the believer's privilege in Christ.
Wars, famines, pestilences, earthquakes in divers places.
There never
was more evidence of these dreadful
happennings than now.
The recent
earthquake calamity in Italy wherein
many thousands constitute the death toll
is but one more stroke added to what
has gone before in Europe.
The war
is continuing with its awful toll of life,
the Belgian people are at the starvation
point, other hardships incident to the
war are weighing down the people of
those lands, -and now the great earthquake helps to intensify the suffering
and hardships.
Thousands were killed and many more wounded in the
earthquake visitation: So what with war
and the dire consequences that follow
it and the earthquake Europe is certainly experiencing something in the way
of Judgments unequalled in any former
period.
America is acting the Good
Samaritan grandly.

Special meetings are still in progress
in a number of districts.
Bish. J . R.
Zook is so engaged in Pelhami, Ont.
Eld. D. W . Brehm has gone to Bedford
-'Co., Pa., Eld. Clayton Engle commenced

January 25, 1 9 1 5 .

to labor at Grater's Ford on Jan. 3, Eld.
Abner Martin was laboring at Fairland,
Pa., for several weeks.
Bish. Jonathan Lyons is expected to labor at
Elizabethtown. Pa., and later at Cross
Roads in Lancaster Co., commencing
at Elizabethtown on the 24th., inst. Eld.
L. Shoaltz expects to labor at Souderton
and Silverdale after the close of Bible
Conference. Bish. J . N. Hoover of Ohio,
is expecting to hold meetings at Garrett,
Ind., during February. We hope much
good has been, and will yet be, done
thru the efforts put forth in these various undertakings.
A contribution signed A Brother, Kindersley, Sask., is held back because the
writer failed to give his name.
On
page 20 there is a standing notice that
anonymous articles cannot be recognized.
The n^me need not necessarily be published, but it ought to accompany the
article as a proof of good faith.
The editors are always glad for suitable articles for the VISITOR columins.
Our readers also are better pleased when
most of the matter in the VISITOR has
attached to it the name of some one who
stands indentified with the church. But
an important consideration in this connection is that the article be properly
written, being plainly enough written so
•that it can be easily arranged for the
compositor (type-setter).
The editor
does not object to re-write an article
now and then if the writer has done
his, or her, best; but to have to re-write
articles which it would be an outrage to
load on the compositor just as they are
•because persons of education have gotten into a way of writing that would
puzzle the proverbial Philadelphia lawyer to deciper correctly, is more than
we care to undertake.
Such persons
ought to, in justice to the operator of

January 25, 1 9 1 5 .
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the type setting machine, have their articles, or reports, run off on the type
writer.
We have ere this made some
suggestions to writers but few seem to
have noticed our efforts on that line.
W e would say again, better write plainly, without crowding, on paper not more
than seven inches wide, leaving a margin
an inch wide on one side, at least. What
is known as foolscap is too wide for
easy handling.
Write with pen with
black ink if possible: if a pencil is used
by some of the older people use paper
that gives their writing as distinct as
possible. Please never use an indellible
pencil.
W e are glad to have our young
people write, but it would not hurt in
most cases if they would go over what
they have written and see whether they
cannot improve it in its arrangement or
expression.
We. do not wish to discourage any one, or keep any one from
writing; our only object is to improve
the VISITOR,, and make it more worthy
of the support of all our people. Some
persons who give their testimony or experience leave the impression on one's
mind that the one outstanding fact of
their obtaining salvation was their becoming willing to take what is known
as the "plain way."
We hope the impression thus left is after all not what
the writers mean to say, but it is of
greatest importance that Jesus as Re
deemer and Savior have the pre-eminent
place.
According to reports in the secular
press the revival campaign in Philadelphia, conducted by " B i l l y " Sunday is in
full swing, and is exceeding, in interest
and success all expectations. The crowds
are so large that thousands have had to
be turned away altho the tabernacle can
accommodate 20,000. T h e number that
have "hit the trail" in the six meetings
of the two last Sundays exceeded 2000.

At this writing, Jan, 18, the number of
converts must be above 3000.
Among
the "trail hitters" are to be seen representatives of all classes, drunken bums
and wealthy bankers, and of all ages,
Children in tender years and men and
women of advanced years.
Men are
largely in the majority.
Considering
all things we cannot but wonder as to
what God thinks about this work. Is
it of Him?
Does He approve?
He
sees it as we cannot and He will judge
it correctly.
We would likely fail were
we to try.
Bish. Joseph B. Detwiler of Souderton. Pa., is gone from labor to reward
in his 67th year, his health gave way
over a year ago and so was unable to
attend to his official duties.
He died
very unexpectedly to the family on Saturday forenoon, Jan. 16, 1915. He was
in the ministry nearly 29 years and served as Bishop over 21 years in the district of Grater's Ford, Silverdale and.
Souderton.
In his years of active service he exerted a large influence in the
church and in the community.
We
trust his will be the reward of the faithful. Obituary will appear in later issue.

MORNING

DEVOTIONS.

A moment in the 'morning ere the cares of
day begin,
Et-e the heart's wide door is open for the
world to enter 'in;
Ah, rhen alone with .Tesus ir the silence
of the morn,
In heavenly sweet .communion let your duty
day be born.
In the quietude that blessed with a prelude
of repose
Let your soul be smoothed and softened as
the dew revives a rose.
A moment in
in your
•And catch a
peaceful
It will linger

the morning take your Bible
'hand,
gliimipse of glory from the
'prolmised lanid;
still before you when you
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seek the busy mart,
And like flowers of hope will blossom into beauty in your heart;
The precious words like jewels, will glisten
all the day,
I With a rare effulgent glory that will
(brighten all the w a y :
When comes a sore temptation and your
'feet are near a snare,
You mav count them like a rosary and
make each one a prayer.
A moment in the morning—a moment if
mo more,
lis better than an hour w'hen the trying day
is o'er,
Tis the gentle dew from heaven, the manna
for the day,
'If you fail to gather early—alas it melts
away,
ISo in the blush of morning take the offered
hand of love,
And walk in heaven's pathway and t'he
peacelfulness thereof.
—Sel. by Sarah Grade.

T H I N G S W H I C H O U G H T NOT
TO BE.

SO

"My brethren, these things ought not so
Jto be" (James 3 : 10).
Let us hearken, my dear brethren,
Words of heavenly purity,
Are addressed to us from heaven,
'Teaching 'what ought not to be.
Let us look around us brethren,
Let us prove our hearts to see
Whether there be evil in us,
Things which ought not so to be.

January 25,

1915.

Followers of the lowly Jesus,
iSpeak what ought not so to be.
We have somtimes seen processors
(Whom, we hoped, from sin were free,,
r"r jve themselves to be transgressor!,
Plain that any one might see;
By harsh words, by anger prompted,
And with shouts of mirth and glee—
Oh my brethren!
Ob my sisters 1
These things ought not so to be.
Can it be that true believers,
Will in matrimony join,
And unite with unbelievers,
And with them be joined as one?
Light and darkness cannot mingle,
This is plain as ought can be; ( I I Cor.
6: 14).
Christ with Belial hath no concord—(II
Cor. 6: 15).
These things ought not so to be.
For as much as God alloweth
'Marriage "only in the Lord," (I Cor. 7 3 9 )
Wiho are we thalt we should venture,
God's own word to disregard?
Yet alas! we've known professors,
Who we hoped wiuld faithful be,
Who would marry non-professors,—
These things ought not so to be.
Come ye out and be ye sep'rate,
From the unclean, saith the Lord;
And I surely will receive you,
I f ye will obey my word
J to you will be a Father,
And my children ve shall be: (II Cor. 6:
17, 18).
Multitudes but spurn the offer,—
These things ought not so to be.

Of the tongue the apostle speaketh,
1 An unruly evil 'tis;
Therewith curse we men, our fellows.
Therewith God the Father bless;
Out of the saime mouth proceedeth
Blessing, cursing, as we see:
Hence no marvel that James speaketh,
These things ought not so to be.

Were ye of the world, saith Jesus,
Then the world would love its own;
But since from the world I've chosen
You, the world will on you f r o w n ;
Yet 'tis strangely true that many,
Who would claim to separate be,
'Go and vote for worldlv rulers,—
These things ought not so to be.

iDoth a fountain at the same place
Send forth sweet and bitter too?
N o ! we know 'tis not in nature,
For a fountain thus to do.
Can there figs uipon the vine g r o w ?
(Siuch a sight we ne'er did see;
Nor can olive-berries, we know
E'er be found on a fig-tree.

Some who claim the Lord to fodlow,
In His own appointed way,
Arm themselves with carnal weapons,
And their enemies do slay;
Notwithstanding Jesus bids us,
In His word for such to pray;
T o do good, and still to love them,—
(Matt 5: 44)These things ought not so to foe.

Neither can a fountain yield, 'both
Water salt, and also fresh;
Hence 'tis plain that Christians cannot
From the same mouth curse and bless
Yet alas! how oft we notice,
Those who loudly claim to be

Jesus' peaceful heavenly kingdom.
Is not of this world of night.
If 'twere so, then would His followers,
O r His servants also fight,
But now is His heavenly kingdom

;
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Not from hence, as each may see; (John
18: 36)
Then what need of (further witness,
That these things ought not to be.
Others who claim non-resistance,
Sue their neighbor at the law;
Thus opposing what Christ teacheth
By the milder gospel law.
Recompense to no man evil, (Rom. 1 2 : 1 7 )
Give to him who takes from thee; (Matt
5: 40)
Let us then not err my brethren,
These things ought not so to be.
Others still who would be Christians,
With uplifted hand do swear;
Such do little heed the Savior,
Wham in all things we shall hear;
"Swear ye not at all, but let your (Matt.
5 : 34)
Yea be yea, and nay be nay,"
.What is more doth come from evil;—
These things ought not so to be.
Think ye, who would be God's people,
What the apostle says is true?
Cast your care upon Jehovah,
For Himself doth care for you. (I Peter
5: 7)
If this truth so full of comfort,
We have learned to know and see,
Can we elsewhere seek protection,—
These things ought not so to be.
Go their buildings to insure;
Often those whom God would care for,
Showing thus that they are seeking
Earthlv treasures to secure;
Notwithstanding Jesus bids us,
Treasures from corruption free,
To lay up alone in heaven (Matt 6:19,20)
These things ought not so to be.
Is not God's protection o'er us,
All-sufficient in all need?
Surely He will well defend us,
And securely will us keep (.II Thes. 3 : 3 )
Why then is it that professors,
As alas ! we oifttimes see,
Seek in lightening rods protection— (Job
28: 26. & 37: 3)
These things ought not so to be.
If upon our tender conscience,
/God's blest word be brought to bear,
.How can we with thoughtless worldlings
.Seek this world's protecting care?
"Fear thou not," saith God our "Helper,"
I will thy Protector be (Isa. 4 1 : 10).
Yet frail man is slow to hearken,—
These things ought not so to be.
Who indulge in pomp and show,
There are thousands of professors,
Following every idle fashion—
With the world do proudly go,

9

Claiming that these things are harmless,
When the heart from pride is free;
Yet 'tis plain as noon-day brightness,
That these things ought not to be, (I
John 2: 15-16.)
Peter speaks of this adorning.
And prohibits things to wear;
Such as putting on apparel,
And o,f plaiting of the hair.
Wearing gold, is too, forbidden— (I Peter 3 : 3)
And all kinds of jewelry; (Isa. 3)
Naught is plainer in the Bible,
Than that these things s'houild not be.
We've sdmetiimes known Christian parents,
Who did modest clothing wear,
Clothes becoming those professing
Godliness with godly fear: (I Tim. 2:9,10)
Yet we've known those very parents,
Asking for more liberty
For their children to indulge in,—
These things ought not so. to be.
God demands that Christian parents,
Rear their children in the Lord; (Eph.
6:

And His kindly admonitions,
Teach them from His sacred word;
Tim. 3: 15)
Oh .how painiful! how deploring,
Is the sad decline we see,
In this one respect at present,—These things ought not so to be.

(II

Sometimes those we love as sisters,
[When with them we kneel to pray,
Have too oft their heads uncovered,—
(Sisters this is not the way,
The Apoistile Paul has taught you,
A s so plainly you may see, (I Cor. 1 1 : 5)
Sisters, be not disobedient,—
(These things ought not so to be.
Brethren too, we've knelt amongst you,
When with vou we've felt to weep,
For departed friends and loved ones,
'Who in death had fall'n asleep;
A s we've prayed and sought to comfort
You, we've oft been pained to see,
That your heads were not uncovered,—
(I Cor. 1 1 : 4)
These things ought not so to be.
Sometimes those whoim God has cared for,
And has blest with earthly good,
Do not think of their poor neighbors,
Almost destitute of food, (Jas. 2: 15, 16).
Go their money to deposit,
Where 'tis safe with usury, ((Prov. 28:
8; Psalm 15)
Brethren dear reflect upon it,
These things ought not so to be.
—Sel. by Sr. Cober.
Almira, Ont.
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By Levi P. Cassel.

'theory "Who is my neighbor?" but in
the practice.
Indeed it is not so much
the man out of a class or different classes.
But it is the principle of human
life and conduct that Jesus is getting
at.
The teaching is simple; yet practical in it's ethics, profound in its re-

Jesus stepping as He did, into the
realm of the teachers of the law without
any scholastic authority, most naturally
filled the ecclesiastical air with hatred
against Him.
This Lawyer sought to
tempt, to try, to entrap Jesus; to test
His familiarity with the L a w .
He
covered his real motive with the address "Master," then 'he continued
"What shall I do to inherit eternal
life?"
Jesus answers his question by
asking another, thus testing the L a w yer's own knowledge of the law. "What
is written in the L a w ?
how readest
thou ?"
With a brief summary of the
law, as usually accepted by the Jews
the lawyer replies, "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy soul, and with all thy

relation of man's relation to man.
The local coloring that Jesus puts in
the
answer to the lawyer's question is
very significant. The unfortunate tray
eler is going from Jerusalem on the
down to Jericho in the valley. He
falls among thieves, they rob him of the
contents of his girdle, purse, strip him
of his clothing, and leave him by the
roadside, a living dying man.
This
road
we are told was in ancient times,
as well as now, infested with robbers,
is called "The Bloody W a y . "
The
Inn
on the way would indicate that the
r
oad was being used very much : in fact,
the
close business and social relations
between the two towns gave the robbers
abundant opportunities for securing
Pander.

strength, and with all thy mind; and
thy neighbor as thyself."
Whereupon Jesus replied, "Thou 'hast answered
right: this do, and thou shalt live." But
in this reply the lawyer got more than
he was looking for. He now finds that
there is a vast difference between
knowing a truth irt the head and living
that truth in the life.
His conscience
being pricked, he seeks Self-justification by asking, " A n d Who is my neighbor?"
Where shall we draw the line
geographically,
locally, and
racially,
A vital question to the J e w s ; asked by
an anxious lawyer.
F o r it is said that
the J e w s believed in special privileges,
" I f all the Gentiles should fall into the
sea you are not bound to draw them
forth, for these are not your neighbors."
It would seem that Jesus sees
that the lawyer's difficulty is not in the

A Priest, noted for his pompous
piety, known as a master in sanctimonious ceremonies, has just completed his
temple services, and chances to travel
this way.
He is no longer before the
eye of the public.
He has forgotten
that he is a saint or a priest of God,
for when he sees this unfortunate man
he passes by on the other side,
( A Levite whose duties and life are
interwoven with that of the priest does
very little better "When he was at the
place, came and looked upon him, and
passed by on the other side." But here
the picture changes and a new character
is brought upon the scene, a Samaritan,
a half foreigner, a half apostate, a bad
mixture, an outcast; considered by the
Jews as dogs.
The woman of Samaria
told the truth when she said "The J e w s
have no dealings with the Samaritans."

T.HK GOOD

SAMARITAN.

Luke no: 25-37.
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He holds no office of dignity or sanctity
as the Priest and the Levite.
He is
hated by the Jews.
This Samaritan is
in a hostile country, traveling on a dangerous road.
But he stops to help this
stranger; who presumably is a Jew.
And this is no accident for it took this
foreigner in a strange land, ministering to one who counted him but as a
dog, to teach this lawyer the true meaning of the word "neighbor."
This Samaritan in his desire to help
this J e w loses all sight of himself; he
stops his horse, dismounts; puts wine
to the lips of the wounded man; pours
oil into his wounds and being revived
the Samaritan puts the J e w on his steed
and takes him to an Inn; charging the
keeper to take good care of him; paying
in advance, two pence, the wages of a
laboring man for two days, leaving a
charge that if the bill is more when he
returns he will pay the same.
Now
Jesus turns to the lawyer and asks,
"Which now of these three, thinkest
thou was neighbor to him that fell arnong the thieves?" " A n d he said he
that shewed mercy on him. Then said
Jesus unto him, "go, and do thou likewise."
What are the lessons in this narrative
for us?
First, that religious profession and
religious service, may not have any connection with real goodness.
Much of
heathen worship and service has no connections with the morals of every day
life.
Here we have both a priest and
a Levite, who are engaged in temple
worship and yet they have no sympathy
for an unfortunate man.
His extreme
suffering did not move them in the
least.
They were religious but they
were not practical.
iSecond, to be neighborly means that
our sympathies are not limited to one
community; that we do not look at

rags and say no; neither does it mean
that we look at silks and say yes; but
it does mean that sympathies are ever
the same to all.
Third, it teaches the common humanity the common neighborhood and the
common brotherhood of man. Though
the human race of men is broken into
fragments, different races, languages
and customs, yet in Christ there is one
common brotherhood. The differences
between men are many.
T h e race distinctions are very marked. The social
customs have created chasms between
men but these distinctions and differences heaven does not see.
In Christ
we are one; all children of one Father:
therefore let us be neighborly.
Pleasant Hill, Ohio.

THE

COMMON

BLESSINGS.

BY GEORGE S. GRIM.

One of the besseting sins that humanity is subject to is placing too low a
value on the common blessings that we
constantly enjoy. The children of Israel
in the wilderness were greatly favored
in having the cloud by day and the pillar
of fire by night to lead them on their
journey.
This was their guide and protector, the visible sign that God was
with them.
But they hardly appreciated it.
It seemed soon to have become
a common thing, and they forgot that
the Almighty was over them. Accustomed to it day after day, and night
after night, they seemed not to consider
the source from whence it came, because it was a common blessing, but a
very important one at that. They could
go on in their wickedness under the
shadow of that cloud and utter their ungrateful complaints with that proof of
God's goodness and His presence before
their eyes.
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Strange, and is it not just that way
with us sometimes?
Deplorable condition of depravity in humanity indeed!
Now, it is very necessary for us to guard
against such a criminal uprising in our
own hearts.
Because it is a common
blessing is no reason at all that we
should not be very thankful altho it
comes often to us.
We should highly
appreciate it because it often comes to
us and leads us out of great troubles,
and sometimes out of destructive conditions.
No wonder the Apostle Paul
said, " O wretched man that I am; Who
shall deliver from the body of this
death?"
He had also experienced the
pang of sin in his heart.
Let us be on
our guard that we are not overtaken
by this power of sin.
Louisville,
Ohio.

P R A Y E R .

St. John, 17th Chapter.
I love to look at the prayerful attitude of our dear Savior, as described
in the chapter.
Prayer is an action of
likeness to the Holy Ghost.
The spirit
of gentleness and dove-like simplicity;
an imitation of the Holy Jesus, whose
Spirit is meek, and a conformity to God,
whose anger is always just, and marches
slowly, and is often hindered and never
hasty, 'and is full of mercy.
Prayer is the peace of our spirit, the
stillness of our thoughts, the evenness
of recollection, the seat of meditation,
the rest of our cares, and the calm - of
our tempest.
Prayer is the issue of a
quiet mind, of untroubled thoughts; it
is the daughter of charity, and the sister
of meekness.
God respects not the arithmetic of our
prayers, how many they are; nor the
rhetoric of our prayers, how neat they
are; nor the geometry of our prayers,
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how long they are; nor the music of
our prayers, how melodious they are;
but the divinity of our prayers, 'how
heart-sprung they are.
Not gifts, but
graces, prevail in prayer.
Prayer is a constant source of invigoration to self-discipline; not the tho'tless praying which is a thing of custom,
but that which is sincere, intense, watchful.
Dear ones, ask yourself whether
you really would have the thing you
pray f o r ; think While you are praying
whether even at that moment, you are
disposed to give up the luxury of anger,
or whatever it may be you ask for. If
not what a horrible mockery it is !
Do not say you have no convenient
place to pray in. Any one can find a
place private enough, if he is disposed.
Our Lord prayed on a mountain, Peter
on the house top, Isaac in the field,
Nathanial under the fig tree, Jonah in
the whale's belly.
A n y place may become a closet, oratory, and a bethel,
and be to us the presence of God. Allow me to tell you that to present a
petition is one thing; to prosecute a suit
is another.
Most prayers answer to
the former; but successful prayer corresponds to the latter.
God's people
frequently lodge their petition in the
court of heaven and there thy let it lie.
They do not press their suit.
They do
not employ other means of furthering
it beyond the presenting of it.
The
whole of prayer does not consist in taking hold of God.
The main matter is
holding on.
How many are induced by
the slightest appearance of repulse to
let go, as Jacob did not!
So "men
ought always pray (to G o d ) and never
faint."
"The promise of God is not
to the act, but to the habit of prayer."
Therefore prayer should be the key of
the day, and the lock of the night, yet
we 'hold it more needful in the morning, when our bodies do take their re-
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pose.
F o r howsoever sleep be the
image or shadow of death—and when
the shadow is so near, the substance
cannot be far-—yet a man at rest in his
chamber is like a sheep unpenned in the
fold; subject only to the unavoidable
and more immediate hand of God;
whereas in the day, -when he roves
abroad in the open and wide pastures,
he is then exposed to many more unthought of accidents that often occur
in the w a y ; retiredness is more safe than
business.
Who believes not a ship to
be more secure in the bay than in the
midst of the boiling ocean?
Besides
•the morning of the day, is as youth to
the life of man.
If that be begun well,
commonly his age is virtuous; otherwise
God accepts not the latter service, when
his enemy joys in the first dish.
Why
should God take the dry bones, when
the devil hath sucked the marrow out?
" B e not deceived, God is not mocked,
for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap."
Yours in the Master's service,
Sue Book.
Hummelstcmw,
Pa.

L I F E IN C H R I S T .

GALATIONS II : 29.
I live, I live, who once was doomed to die;
I live, and yet, not I,
But He, -who gave His life to make me free,
Christ Jesus, lives in me.
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To rest, complete in Him, with boundless
grace.
,
In Love's secure embrace!
\Now faith and hoipe with kindling ardor
burn
For our Lord's return;
Still waiting for that hope that comes
aipace—
The vision of His face.
And then, when He who is our Life, appears
To close earth's toilsome years,
And we appear in glory by His side,
I shall be satisfied.
H. B. Hartzler.
Printed by request.
A

THANKSGIVING.

F o r the blueniess of the sky,
For the bird's song up on high,
F o r the bright garb of the trees,
Waving in the autumn breeze,
F o r the late flowers ibloolming there,
F o r the sunshine glancing fair,
F o r this world so full of beauty,
I thank Thee, O my Lord.
For the rosy glow o;f health,
'Mfcire to be desired than wealth;
F o r the cool air strong and fine,
Running through the veins like wine;
For the thrill of lilfe and youth,
I Making us believe in truth,
For these blessings, now, to-day,
I thank Thee, O my Lord.
For the kindness of a friend,
That the deepest wound can mend;
For the gentle thoughtful deed.
For loving words when 'we're in need,
For that which renders life worth living,
That which Thou to us art giving;
For Love the greatest of Thy blessings,
I thank Thee, O my Lord.
—Sel. by Sarah
Grade.

I live! Yes, quickened bv His life, I live,
In Brooklyn, and New York City
In Christ, my life, I live,
alone
are 300,000 Jewish women still
And Death can .never reach, with sting of
unsympathetic to the Christ of Calvary.
sin,
This blessed life within.

The Evangelical church membership
Thus, hid with Christ in God, my sheltered
life
of Japan totals eighty-two thousand.
.Shall rest from carnal strife,
And learn to know the secret otf the Lord,
Within His living Word.
J esus was a J e w
Oh, blessed life of faith, and hope, and
love,
'So like that life above;

E very J e w He loves
W e should love them too
S o the Bible proves.
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H
P. Steigerwald, Grace Steigerwald,
Walter O. & Abbie B. Winger, Mary Heisey,
Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa.
Lewis Steckley, Elizabeth Engle, Sallie
Doner, Macha Mission, Choma, N. W. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
H. J . and Emma Frey, Hannah Baker,
Cora Al-vis, A. C. Winger, Sadie Book,
Mtshabezi Mission, Gwianda, Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
Isaac O. and A. Alice Lehman, box 5263,
Johannesburg, S. Africa
India.
Eld. and Sr. H. L. Smith, and Effie Rohrer,
Bangaon Bariahi P. O., North Bhagalpur,
B. & N. W. Railway, India.
Following not under Foreign Mission Board.
D. W. Zook and wife, Adra, B. N. R., India.
Elmina Hoffman, Kedgaon, Poona, District,
Ramabai Home, India.
Mrs. Fannie Fuller, Gowalia, 'Lank Road,
Bombay, India.
Central America.
J . G. Cassel and wife San Marcos Guatemala, Central America.
Furlough—Myron
and Adda Taylor, Jesse
R. and Malinda Eyster and Frances Davidson.
OUR

CITY

MISSIONS.

Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge
of Geo. E. and Effie Whisler.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., in
charge of Sr. Sarah Bert, Bro. B. L. Brubaker and Sr. Nancy Shirk.
Des Moines Mission, 1171 14th, St. in
charge of Eld. J. R. and Anna Zook.
Jabbok
Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in
charge of E. N. and Adella Engle, R. 3 box 1.
San Francisco Mission, 52 Cumberland St.,
in charge of Sr. Lizzie Winger and workers.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge
Off W . H. and Susie Boyer.

DAYTON
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MISSION.

We greet you in the name of Jesus, endeavoring to make the last report of this one
more year that has passed away never to
return.
Truly, aill our labours and the
actions of our lives the past year are now recorded in the great account of our God,
there to await our appearance in that strict
judgment day.
O, dear ones, how careful,
watchful, and prayerful
we
ought
to
live, so -as to be constantly- victorious
over sin, that at any moment, expected
'or unexpected, death Imay come, we may
be ready to deipart this life in peaice, face
the judgment clear, and spend our eternity
in heave 1
With pleasure do we report a very precious and soul Uplifting meeting we enjoyed
on Christmas afternoon.
We had with us
in that service Bro. and Sr. Frank Brectobill
of Avilla, Ind., as a t present they are laboring at Fairview in the interest of souls. They
and a goodtly number from Fairview, others
from Highland, and same from Pleasant
Hill, came to enjoy, and rejoice with us, in
that service.
Truly, the Spirit witnessed to the message given by our dear Bro. Brechbill, and
proved a blessing to us all, and resulted in
a real shower of praise during the testimony
service.
Tho' sin is abounding on every
hand, and the spiritual conditions over our
land, are becoming very serious but we are
so glad that the Spirit of our God is still
working -with souls, and numbers do become
tirouibled about their sins, and make an effort
to get saved.
But only the very few really
go clear thru to victory, and are able to
stand and resist the awful powers of darkness and severe temptations in these last and
serious days.
Our temporal and spiritual needs have
been bountifully supplied during the entire
year.
Not because we have deserved it,
but alone because of God's love and mercy
bestowed upon us, and the faithfulness of
all the dear brethren and sisters in their
obedience to the Lord in their liberal offerings, co-operations and prayers for us and
the work at this place.
Our thanks and
appreciations would be very small returns,
but remember the Lord is mighty and liberal
in His blessings, and rewards toward His
children.
Let us continue to work together,
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DES MOINES MISSION.
purposing to do all w e can this coming year
f o r the L o r d in the gathering in of precious
souls, if He should spare our lives, and tarry
The Mission Hall number is 418—4th
in Hiis coming.
Please continue to rememright down in the city, a better location, we
ber us in prayer.
think, than our former mission hall.
There
FINANCIAL
are services every night daring the week.
Report for Dec. 1914.
There were either requests for prayer or
Balance on hand, $88.04.
some one at the altar every night but one,
Receipts.
since the mission opened.
Ella Hershey, West Milton, O., $ .50;
When the Sunday Revival was on there
Wainfleet, Ont., S. S. offering, $ 8 . 2 0 ; Daniel
Myers, North Hampton, lO., $ 1 0 . 0 0 ;
Mis- could not imueh be done in the mission but
our workers helped in the revival work.
sion offerings, $7.64.
Total $ 1 1 4 . 3 8 .
Biro. Bishop, a young man Converted last
Expenditures.
Table account $ 8 . 7 3 ; water bill, and meter winter in the mission, who had been down
rent $ 1 . 2 3 ; gas and stove Tent, $2.94; in- and out without friends or money, but who
cidentals, $ .29.
Total $ 1 3 . 1 9 .
has stood true for over one year, was reBalance on hand Jan. 1, 1915, $ 1 0 1 . 1 9 .
ceived in church fellowship last Sunday. H e
POOR F U N D .
has been a helper in our mission work givBalance on hand $ .03.
ing testimony on the streets in our open air
meetings as well as in the tent and hall.
Receipts.
lA sister, $ 1 . 5 0 ; Naoma Asper, Springfield, He has also saved up quite a bit of his salO., $ 2 . 0 0 ; a sister $ 1 . 2 5 ; Florence Brum- ary, and has a nice little bank account.
baugh, Dayton, O., $ 1 . 0 0 ; Ohmer Herr's S.
It pays in every way to be a Christian. W e
S . class, Fairview, $2.00.
Total $7.78.
want your prayers, dear readers, and your
Disbursements.
co-operation.
It is a good way to make in$6-73.
vestments
to
help
support missions.
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1915, $1.05.
Let us ask ourselves the question, What
Provisions consisting of obiokens, eggs,
graham flour, butter, sweet milk, cup cheese, have I done to heilp souls into the kingdom ?
figs, nuts, cakes, beef, dressing, and potatoes,
FINANCIAL.
were donated by the following, Albert Ro'hrers, Isaac Engle, Ella Etter, Emima Cassel,
Report f o r December 1914.
Charlotte Myers, Mrs. Riber, Henry Myers,
Expenditures.
A n n a Hoke, Orva Herr.
Gas $ 2 . 7 0 ; eleotrioity, $2.90; coal $ 1 2 . 5 0 ;
Extra.
incidentals, $4.50.
Biro, and Sr. Abe Wenger, 1 gal. peach table supplies $24.50;
butter, 3 cans of fruit, 2 lbs. honey, Samuel Total, $47.10.
Yours for souls,
Casse! 12 cans o'f fruit, 2 qt. of graham
J . R. and Anna Zook.
flour, and carots, Isaac Engle, l/2 bu. graham
flour, Ephraim Breneman's, 6 cans of fruit,
also a nice selection of clothing, and shoes,'
f o r the poor, D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.,
B U F F A L O
MISSION.
peanuts; Harvey Hoke's 12 cans of fruit, 2
squash, Fairview Sewing Circle a box of
•nice clothing for the poor.
Ambrose MillT o the V I S I T O R family, Greeting:
We
e r s clothing, and shoes for the poor.
Bert
Do'hner a box of nice toilet soap, Daisy Mill- sincerely thank the Lord for many tokens o'f
May His special
er clothing, bedding, and eatables, for the His love and care for us.
poor, Edward Knisley 9• lb., fresh beef, blessing rest upon all who have supported
Elizabeth Knisley a comfort for the poor.
the Mission by their prayers, means and
j W e remain your's in the interest of pre- sympathy during the past month.
cious souls.
W e have entered upon the New Year.
W. H. and Susie Boyer.
There are difficulties to meet daily which
601 Taylor St. Dayton O.
if considered apart from faith, would tend
toward discouragment.
Not to be slothful
T h e Mission to Lqpers in India and 'but followers of those who through faith
the east, in which thirty denominations and patience inherit the promise is our
co-onerate, care at present f o r more heart's desire and prayer to God (Heb. 6:
than 1 1 , 0 0 0 lepers.
12).
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The Lord is giving /many open doors whifeh
we enter -desiring to spread the true knowledge of the Lord.
In visiting the sick we
especially need divine help and blessing.
P r a y that all may ibe done to the honor and
glory of God.
With best wishes of a happy and prosperous New Y e a r to all the saints.
FINANCIAL.

Report for December, 1914.
Receipts.
Geo. Paulus, $ 1 . 0 0 ; E. H. Carlyon, $ 1 . 0 0 ;
I. H. N. $ 2 . 0 0 ; Magdalene Hunsberger,
$ 1 . 0 0 ; Carl Rainbat, $ 1 . 0 0 ; E. A . Robert,
$ 1 . 0 0 ; F. Climenhaga. $ 1 . 0 0 ; Orlanda Martin. $ 1 . 0 0 ;
John Ehlers, $5.00;
Martin
S o u e r ; $ 1 . 0 0 ; I. (H. N. $ 1 . 0 0 ; Fanny Heise,
$ 5 . 0 0 ; Lafayette Shoaltz, $2.00.

Expenditures.
Provisions, $ 3 . 0 0 ; (clothing, $5.00;
$10.00.

buriel,

PROVISIONS.
;H. iHoover, P. Bert, S. Bert
Detroit, Kans., butter, eggs, chicken, sour
crout, Mrs. MioClellan, Middletown, Ohio,
Christmas dinner, Sr. Rellinger, Ind., 16
lb. meat 20 lib. lard, Sisters, Hamlin, Kans.,
eggs, butter, applebutter, dried beef.
The Lord has led us through another
month with 'His blessing upon us.
"According as H i s divine power hath given unto us all things that pertain unto life and godliness through the knowledge of 'Him that
hath called us to glory and virtue" ( I Peter
2 : 3>-

'Our souls have been refreshed and much
comforted by the fellowship of some of His
Expenditures.
dear saints whom 'He led this way. Among
Gas $ 1 . 5 0 ; light $ 2 . 2 4 ; groceries, house- others were Bro. and Sr. H. Hoover of
hold etc., $19.96.
Detroit, Kans., also Bro. and Sr. J . Hoover,
Balance on hand, $1830.
Ohio.
The message through Biro. Hoover
Provisions were donated by the following: was heart-searching. Souls were stirred and
Robert Petkee;
Mrs.
Neidrauer;
D. V.
(began to confess out.
We -praise God.
Heise; Bro and Sr. French; Bro and Sr.
Doner; consisting of <baked goods, flour,
We wish to express our appreciations f o r
meat, fruit, etc.
the help of those who have the work of the
Donated, a brush for cleaning furnace L o r d at heart.
May God ibless and keep the
flues, Bro. D. L. Gish.
feet of His saints.
Y o u r Bro. and Sr. in Christ.
Sarah Bert and workers.
Geo. E. and E f f i e Whisler.
6039 Halsted St., Chicago, III. Phone
Wentworth,

7122.

C H I C A G O iMJI S S I ON.
FINANCIAL.

PLEASANT

HILL,

KANS.

'Report for month ending Jan 15, 1915.
'Balance on hand $ 7 . 4 1 .
Oin Dec. 31, 1914, Bro. and Sr. J . N. Hoover
Receipts.
B r o . Midler,Pa. $5.00; A. J . Heise, Ham- o'f West Milton, Ohio, met with us for a ten
The Spirit of God was with
lin, Kans., " - 0 . 0 0 ; Bell Springs dist, $ 1 3 . 6 9 ; days 'meeting.
In >His Naime, $ 2 . 5 0 ; B. C. Kerrs, Abilene, us from the beginning. Bro. Hoover preachKans.. $ 1 . 0 0 ; A Byer, 'Hamlin, Kans., $2.00; ed the word with power, which brought conR. Halliday, Ont.," $4.00; C. Herr, North viction, and a deep heart searching took place
Hampton, Ohio, $ 5 . 0 0 ; J . Hoover, West
Milton, Ohio, $5.00; >H. Trump, Polo, 111., among God's 'children, with the result that a
number have taken the Lord as their Sancti$ 5 . 0 0 ; Y . P. Chicago, $4.00.
fier, while others made a deeper consecration.
Expenditures.
The weather and roads were somewhat
Groceries $30.00; gas for lighting, $8.64;
against
us so the crowds were not large, but
Incidentals, $ 5 . 5 0 ; gas fixtures, $2.00.
the interest was excellent thruout the meeting.
Poo* FUJTB.
We were much encouraged and believe f o r
Receipts.
greater things to follow.
M'ay the Lord
Sr. iShelley, Shannon, 111., $ 1 . 0 0 ; Sr. Miller, abundantly bless Bro. and Sr. Hoover f o r
Lanark, 111., $ 1 . 0 0 ; David Kreider, Shannon, the untiring efforts put forth.
W e believe
111., $ 3 . 0 0 ; Mrs. Olson, Chicago, $5- 60; the results will reach into eternity.
iHedwig Schmutz, Kans., ^'.oo.
^otal
$15.60.
A . J . Heise.
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W e pray that the Lord wild bless the brethren who broke, unto us the bread o i L i f e ,
l'or their labors, of Love, and may He use
T h e series of meetings which began on the them in showing others the way of salvation
22nd of November and continued till the Palmyra,
Pa. Jan. 9, 1915
evening of December 3, was a time of reCor.
freshing f o r the saints at this place.
Bro.
V . L. Stump of Indiana, was with us and the
L o r d gradiously used him in holding forth
M A Y T O W N , PA.
the word of God in power, teaching the way
of holiness.
Old- time conviction fell upon
beginning on Dec.
A
protracted
meeting
the unsaved m repentance, confession and
w a s h e M in the M a y t o w n
Chu,rch of
God
restoring and God witnessed to the same and p l a c e o f , w o r s h i i p ( D o n e g a l dist.) for two
souls were made happy in .Him.
T o the w e e k s e n d i n g J a n I 0
g
p
Qur
hrotheT
believers there .was such a deepening of the H o a v e r o f Mansfield, Ohio, labored very
interior life.
W e were made to rejoice when f a i t h ; f u l l y w i t f l u s .
, H e came filled with the
we saw precious souls under the power of S p j r i t i through which he dealt bountifully to
God f o r hours, a real death to carnality. We • u s f p o ( m t h e W o r d
, H e le)ft h ; m s e l f b e
feel as tho we cannot thank our heavenly u s e d fcy t h e ^
in visitb|g all c l a s s € s
of
Father enough f o r what He has done for the p e o p l e j n t h e v i H a g e a n d v S c i a f t y .
T h e
dear ones at this place, and f o r the way He a t t e n d a n c e a n d i n t e r e s t i n t h e m e e t i n g s were
(manifests His-presence among us.
g o o d and they doged with a crowded
house.
t l >

PALMYRA,

PA.

A protracted meeting continuing f o r three
weeks was held recently at Palmyra M. H.
Eld. Aibra'm H e s s , of M t J o y , Lancaster Co.,
Pa., heeded the Macedonian cry "Come over
and help us," and remained with us until
Wednesday oif the third week, when he was
called home, Eld. Jacob Funk, of the home
district suteeding hiirn in preaching the word,
until the meeting closed, on Dec. 20.
The
brethren doubtless declared Ithe gospel oif
the grace of God without fear or favor, not
with enticing words of man's wisdom, but
in demonstration of the Spirit and of power
determining to know nothing among us, save
Jesus Christ, and Him crucified.
Believers
were encouraged to more earnestly press toward the mark f o r the prize of the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus.
Sinners
were convicted, and four of them confessed
their need of a Savior, and expressed a desire to go thru with Jesus, while others decided, like Felix of old, to d e f e r the matter
until a more convenient season.
Because cf inclement weather, the attendance was not so large several nights, but the
interest and order that prevailed throughout
was indeed praiseworthy.

Souls were convicted and nine ibroke loose
from the bonds o;f sin and accepted the overtures Oif mercy.
.May the L o r d bless their
first steps toward the kingdom and gently
lead them by His Spirit and the Word, that
they may walk in newness of life, and be
kept from the snares of the evil one.
The
brethren and sisters were much encouraged.
May the Lord bless our brother for his
efforts and all who attended the meetings
to H i s honor and His glory.
Maytown,
Pa.
Correspondent.

CARLAND,

MICH,

" "
.Special meetings were commenced on the
evening of Nov. 17, and Continued until the
evening of Dec. 8.
Eld. W. J . Myers from
Ohio, had charge of the meetings.
Bro.
Myers came to us having the burden of the
work at heart, and preached unto us the
v
word of God with much power.
The Holy
Ghost carried and pressed the messages
home to the hearts of both saint and sinner,
Saints began to rejoice together to the extent
that sinners said they had -never seen peopleget so much joy and satisfaction out of the
religion of Jesus.
Deep conviction siezed
the hearts of the unsaved, young men
and young wolmen, older men and women,
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boys and girls. While weeping and sobbing
on account of their sins their voices were
heard pleading with God for mercy and deliveranioe from sin, and we can say to the
praise of God that a goodlly number came
through bright. The nuimber that came out
is some where between thirty and forty,
The meeting closed with a good interest, a
number of seeking souls at the altar and
others under conviction.
All were sorry
to see it close, but as our dear brother had
other engagements waiting, he committed
the care and keeping of the work to the
heavenly Father, and bade farewell. %
Our brother made many friends, 'and many
are the prayers that 'follow him to his other
fields of labour.
The congregation all
united both saved and unsaved and gave our
Brother an invitation to return and labour
among us again.
Jonathan Lyons.
*• *
LOCKE, IND.
^
A series of meetings began at Locke, Ind.,
Dec. 8, and continued until Dec. 25. Bro.
W. J. 'Myers of Massillon, Ohio, conducted
the meetings.
After pleading earnestly for lost souls five
renewed their covenant with God and three
made a' start.
May God's richest blessings
rest upon them, and may the good work
still go on.
Our prayer is that God's choicest blessing
may rest upon Bro. Myers as he goes from
here to other fields of labor, that he may
.have many souls for his faithful service.
Yours in his service
Bro.' W. J. Lape.

January 25, 1915.

deeper work of grace.
Some thirty came
to the altar for prayer and special help,
Seven came 'forward for pardon and all
I believe, were able to give testimony of
having received the help that they felt they
needed. Many others have felt the need of
a closer walk with God. May the seed sown
yet bring forth to the glory of God. May
the Lord richly 'bless the brother and give
the church divine guidance in all things.
In love,
D. OH. Wenger.
Shippensburg, Pa.
_____________
GREENCASTLE, PA.
___________
,
,
.
..'•'«
„ A P r o t r a c t f " « * " . was held at the
Montgomery M. H., begmmng Dec. 6, conBra
' ' n u m g *° D e c ' l 8 '
J; L - H e i s e y o f
Manor dist., labored very faithfu'.lv for us.
His minfrry was appreciated v-..-ry much.
May the Lord bless him for h':. laibo:. He
preached the word with 'much povve-, and it
was felt among the believers. We also lelieve that sinners felt the need of turning
to the Lord but seemingly are waiting for
a more convenient time: but procrastination
is the thief of time.
There was a good attendance considering
that weather conditions were not so favorable the first week. Very good order prevailed which was appreciated very much,
May God bless all and especially the word
which was spoken with power,
Jacob M. Myers,
Jan. 4, 1915.
_^
'A TESTIMONY.

•»« »
MT ROOK, PA.
U_£^i'C

t

Eld. Lafayette Shoaltz olf Winger, Oattario, labored with us in a revival effort at
Mt. Rock, from Dele. 7, until Sunday evening Dec. 20.
As the meeting progressed
the attendance increased, the weather being
somewhat stormy several evenings in the
beginning.
But later we had a full house.
Biro. Shoaltz was much used of the Lord
to preach the gospel in such a way that
many were made to feel their need of a

Dear brethren and sisters, I have felt for
some time to write a few lines for the VISITOR.
I will, by God's help, do so now . When I
read the VISITOR it gives me so much encouragement to hear how others are getting
along.
I was nine years old when I made
a start and aim on the way now for twentyeight years, and as I get older the way
seems so much brighter and clearer to me.
I was taken in the church when .1 was
eleven years old. I cannot say so much of
receiving such great things like some, but
I can praise the dear Lord that He con-

J a n u a r y 25, 191;
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victed me in my young years to d o His will.
About ten years ago the Lord gave me more
light.
I got into such darkness and fear.
It came over me just all at once.
It was
at the time that light broke in on some of
the dear brethren and sisters.
I then prayed to the L o r d that if I was not right I wanted to become right.
I thought I could do
just anything to remove that dreadful fear.
I promised the Lord I would do anything for
iHim, and as I obeyed I received more light.
I could understand the -Bible so ronA better.
I oannot express my feelings like same, but
there seems to be a longing in any heart for
more of iHis fulness, or a deeper light.
I
think, if I know my heart, I have no desire
for the pleasures of this world.
I feel we
should be up and a-doing; visit the aged
ones who are not privileged as we are, and
those who are out of Christ yet.
We see
so imany that need a Savior.
W e surely should be thankful for this
blessed privilege that when we do not walk
in the light as H e gives it to us H e s'hows
it to <us again and again, and as "we walk
in the light as he is in the light, what a glory
He sheds on cur way."
T h a t 'hymn comes
to my mind again and again:
T r u s t and Obey, for there is no other way,
T o be happy in Jesus,
But to trust and obey
I cannot help but praise the dear Lord for
what H e has done for us during our meetings this winter.
There was one thing the
Lord laid heavily upon me namely, to warn
the, brethren and sisters of the danger ot going out into pride too much, but I wa- not
willing.
I thought it was not my place, as
I have a family growing up by my st'le too.
I frel the responsibility of ur. as parents
to warn ar. .1 teach our children of" "in and
its danger.
T h r e of OUT children have
made a start for the kingdom.
There are
so many traps to draw the young away • A
It means for us to be tin-and on our tvatch
and guard more.
I feel to praise the dear
Lord for the things H e has shown to me
during this 'ast year, ard the blessed dreams
I have had of late.
Would you remember
us :n your players a; weak ones.
Nannie jvfuss;'r-.
f t is e s t i m a t e d a n e l e v e n t h p a r t of
A f r i c a still r e m a i n s u n e x p l o r e d a n d u n t o u c h e d 'bv g o s p e l influences.

A

SISTER'S
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EXPERIENCE.

Dear Readers of the VISITOR:—
This afternoon as I am all alone it
came to me to write a few lines for
the VISITOR.
It is imjv first attempt
to 'write, but I am glad for the help if God.
On Christmas evening I went to attend a
singing but before the singing was over it
was turned into a prayer meeting.
I praise
God for Saving Grace.
T h a t night H e
brought m e from darkness unto lig'ht.
I
praise Him for giving me desires for t h a t
which I did not have before, and that H e
took other things which were of no use from
me.
But, dear readers, it means a dying
out to the world.
I praise God I was not the only one there
that saw where they were standing.
This
afternoon this came to me, Romans 10: 9,
10, that "if thou shalt confess with thy mouth
the Lord Jesus and shalt believe in thine
heart that God hath raised him from the
dead thou shalt be saved.
F o r with the
heart man believeth unto .righteousness and
with the mouth confession is made unto
salvation."
This chapter is a comfort to
me, and I ipraise God if we confess that
which we do wrong we can find peace in our
soul.
I ask an interest in your prayers that
I may be in divine order at all times and
do what 'He would have me do.
Your sister, in love.
Pearl
Greencastle,

Young.

Pa.

TESTIMONY.

I have been impressed for some time to
write a few lines for the VISITOR, and by
God's help I will, try and do so.
I truly
praise the Lord for saving me and for His
keeping ipower.
I am truly thankful the
Lord did not cut me off in imy sins and that
His Spirit ever followed me until I became
Willing to yield my will, and to confess my
way to the cross for, there is .no other way.
I am so glad that the Lord gave me sight
for blindness: that I 'could see myself, as the
Lord saw me, poor, lost and undone with no
ray of hope.
I

had

wasted many precious years
(Continued on page 22)

and.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

January 25, 1915.

MARRIAGES.

To Subscribers—1.
Our terms are casn in
B N G I / E — W I N G E R . — M a r r i e d on D e c 24,
advance
1914, at the home of the bride's parents,
2. When writing to have your addres. Bro Benjamin J. Winger, Kohler Ont. their
.
•••
•
, ,
,j
.••"-'•
daughter Emma to Bro. Samuel Engle of
changed be sure to give both old and new Hummelstown, Pa., Bishop John Sider offiaddress.
ciating.
3. T h e date on the printed label will show •
'
to subscribers when their subscription expires.
OBITUARY.
To the Poor—who are unable to pay—we
send the paper free on t h e recommendation of
M I C K E Y . - ^ M r s . Catherine 'Mickey was born
others or upon their individual requests. In- Mar. 25, 1840, died Jan. 3, 1915, aged 75
dividual requests must be renewed every six years, 9 months, and 8 days.
Sister Mickey
w a s
months as a matter of good faith.
a,-devoted Christian mother,• ;toeing a
„
meimlber off the Brethren in Christ church for
To Correspondents—1.
Articles for pub- , a number of years.;
T h e sister expressed
Iication must be written on one side of the a desire to depart from this world and be
paper only.
Write all business letters on with the Father. , She leaves t o m o u r n her
separate sheets.
. d e p a r t u r e a. h u s b a n d ^ . S a ^ e l Mickey and
„
1. .*
.,
'
five
sons, Edward, David, William, H a r r y
t,
2. Communications without t h e author i , aTld S a m u e l J T I J jfcg o n e steip.son.,
Funeral
name will receive no recognition,
; service was held Jan, 6, at the Montgomery
3. Comlmunications for the VISITOR should church being conducted by Eld. H. C. Shank
be sent to the Editor at least ten days before a n d t h e 'hcroe brethren.
Interment in aiddate of issue.
* * » $ cemetery_______
4. If you do n o t receive the VISITOR within
HiBINTZBIJMIAN.-^Sr. M a r y E . , , wife of
ten days frolm date of issue, write us at once • M a r t i n S IHeintzelman, died, Jan. 1, 1915,
and we will send the number called for.
at. her home in Chambersburg, Pa., a f t e r - a n
______^^^___^^^^_________^^__
'iHness of six weeks.
(When realizing that
;
^r> A ^-^T-T, »™r i-«A , . , „ , , „ „
her time of departure was at hand she bade
GRAiNlTlHAM, PA., J A N U A R Y 25, 1915. ,
,
,
.• . ,
. .,
( 11
J
~" " J
her loved ones good-bye and thus fell, asT
^===============^=;;^====^^^^=
leap in Jesus.
She was aged, 58 years, 4
TRACTS
imori'ths and 5 days, and is survived by her
husband, and six children, and two brothers.
Funeral services -were held at the home. InW h a t W e Believe and Why W e Believe It, terment in Stouiferstown cemetery. Services
were
per hundred, 20c.
conducted by the Bish. J. D. Wingert,
- A n Interesting Conversation, per hundred, assisted by Bishop 'Henry K. Kreider. T e x t
iSc.
Phil. 1: 21.
Death Eternal, per hundred, 15c
iTGNlBS.-Sr. Elizabeth Jones, wife of
Retribution, per hundred, 15c.
Peter Jones, died Jan, 10, 1915, at h e r home
Prayer, per hundred, v 15c
in Ramona, Kans., aged 72 years, 9 months
Scriptural Head Veiling, per hundred, $1.25. and 28 days. She was the daughter of John
TI. w
n. t XT
rv
u J• .
B-rechibiUs of F r a n k l m Co., Pa. (deceased).
T h e W o r m that Never Dies, per hund., 15c. 5?
•. .
•£ ..u. -ar^\,^„
;„ rM»v;c+
_ .
.
_
.,
.
,
, ,
She united with the Brethren in Ufinst
Points for Consideration, per hundred, 12c. c j , u r c h when quite young and remained a
Scripture T e x t Envelopes, per hundred, 20c. faithful member until death.
She had been
Scripture T e x t Mottoes, $10.00 worth for a sufferer of a complication of diseases for
a
$6.00.
Postage extra.
^timber of years, and bore her affliction
„ ,
,
..
,
. with ipatience and resignation, the Lord susOrders for the above tracts, papers and ^ . ^ , h e r
s,he o f t e n
ex;pressed
herself
envelopes should be addressed, Geo. Detwiler, a s desiring to depart and be with her Lord
1216 Walnut St., H a r r i s b u r g , Pa. Tracts are whom she loved so well.
She is survived by
free to mission workers.
her husband and six children, Mrs. Soloma
iLutz of Albanv, 111., Rosa Body of Portland,
*' »
Oregon, Elizabeth Bounds of Pond Creek,
•r,
,
. . . . .
Okla., Emma Zei-ner of Ramona, Kans., MagE v e r y e l e m e n t m trie m i s s i o n a r y p r o b - g i e Y a r h a m s of Princeton, Kans., and H. L.
lem d e p e n d s f o r its s o l u t i o n u p o n p r a y e r , Jones of Florence, Col. A number of grand-
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children and one brother and two sisters, Stoner, Mrs. Frank H. Shultz, J. L. Heisey,
Martin Brechlbill of Ramona, Kans., Fannie N. Z. Hess, I r a iH. 'Herr, Elizabeth H e s s ,
Rotz of iMorril, Kans., and Lydia Morr, of Bertha Ryan, Noah Heisey, Jacob Shook,
Profitstown, 111. She was loved by all who Forrey Frey, M r s . Fanny E. Hess, Sue Brenknew h e r and left a bright evidence of her eman, Willis Burkholder, Mary Branthaver,
acceptance with Christ.
Funeral services Lena S. Hess, Adam Knepper, C. F. Peifer,
•were held at the Rosebank M. H . conducted S. S. SoUenberger, Levi G. SoUenberger, Edith
by Eld. J. W. Book assisted by Bishop O. O. Wiles, Mrs. A. B. Wingert, H. H. 'Hostetter,
Button oif the iDunkard church of Ramona G. ; W. Wingert, J. D. Wingert, Fannie BrechJntenment in adjoining cemetery.
Text, St. bill, Priscilla Grove, E. F. Hess, Martha
John 14: 1-6.
HaDmony, Emma Byers, Bm<ma C. Wingert,
!
i
Mrs. Jonas IM. Dice, Lizzie King, J. C. KinBossier.—Elder Joseph Bossier died at his caid, Barbara Garwick, J . - H . Smith, E. M .
home in Abilene, Kansas, Jan. g, 1915.
H e Smith, Christ Hodel, S a r a h Myers, C. S. H e r r ,
had been in 'feeble health ifor several months, Jacob S. Witrner, and benevolent, B . F . Birubut the direct cause of His death was ap- baker, Daniel Brubaker, Reuben Brubaker,
paplexy, occuring several weeks before from Christian Brubaker, Philip Baum, S a r a h Conn,
which he could not recover,
H e was aged J. C. Ohl, Daniel Roland, H e n r y Roland,
75 years, 9 months and 6 days.
Brother Moses Roland, Samuel Whisler, S..A. W h i s Bossler was converted t o Christ early in life, Jer* C. W. IHershey, E. R. Hershev. L. O.
and became a memlber of t h e church. AboHit S'heMhaas, John Roland, C t h e r i n e Kissliog,
thirty eight years ago he was called to serve J. jfifi Hoover, Maud H o ut, Anna Hurshy A.
as a minister, which office he held until" his J. iBlust, E . H . Charles, W D . Betzy Wtm.
death, though not being active the last few-. Kyle,.:A. B. Hoover, D. W , Brehm, E d w a r d
years because of feeble health.
Funeral Reichard, Christina Stover,. David Shisler,
services were held in the Brethren church at Emanuel Fretz, Girvin Bearss, Carl Sider,
Abilene, and the remains laid to rest in the Aaron Geiger, Dan'l Climenhaga, Elliott BitAbilene cemetery. Elders C O. Musser and ner, P a u l Winger, Jonas Winger, Andrew
and fM. L. Hoffman conducted the service.
Sider, Bertha Reugg, iSol. Climenhaga, Eman'
'—
uel Winger, Geo. Winger, Aaron Ebersole,
iRRUBAIKER.—Cydia Bnulbaker, wife of John Bamhart, Levi Winger, Peter Sider,
Bewj. F. Brubaker was born 191-4, aged 76 Levi Sider, Ellis Winger, Mrs. Ed. Morningyears, 9 months and 8 days.
T o this union star, >Nelson Fretz,' iN. C. Michael, MisV A.
. were born six children, three sons and three Johnston, Mrs. A. Carver, Josiah Winger,
daughters, of whom one son and one daugh- Bert Sherk, Mrs. Samuel Winger, Andrew
ter preceded her to the spirit world.
She Saylor, Deibert Carver, H a r o l d S. Halton, H .
leaves to mourn their loss h e r husband two E. Cassel, Dav; 1 Kniesley, Samuel C-ssel,
sons and three daughters, and a host of Elizabeth Cassel, M a r y R. Dohner, B. S. H e r r ,
friends.
She had been in poor health for Cyrus D. Lutz, D. D. Haldeman, Annie E.
severail years.
H e r last sickness a n d - d e a t h SoUenberger,, Ro^- Franklin, N . E. Zook, M .
was due to dropsy.
She bore her affliction Q. (Eagle, A. Minter, Samuel Lady, Lawrence
with patience.
She had been united with F r e y , |MTS. Isaac Grove, Daniel Bert Jr., Hofft-he Brethren in Christ church for a number t m a n Engle, H u b e r t Kready, S. M. Kettenman,
•Of years, and often expressed herself as one Bruce Zook, L. L. Gish, J. L. Charles, Mrs.
o f the least of God's saints.
She remained W. S . Clay, Mabel Pritz, Clayton Pritz,
faithful to the end being submissive to the M a r t h a Fisher, Alfred Brillinger, I r a Smi'a,
Lord's will.
She was a resident of A s h - N. E. Church, Mrs. Conrad Swalm, J. K.
land Co., Ohio, during, her entire life. I n - Landis, S. B. Longenecker, G Morrissee, H.
terment in Chestnut Grove cemetery.
Fun- ig. Rotz, Nancv Gayman, W i n . Kiner, Cath.
eral services were conducted by Bishop J. .Derfler, Abm. Heise, S a r a h Miller, Mrs. E.
H. Smith of Weilersville, Ohio, and Samuel jS. Cocklin, Katie Philippi,. Sadie Powers,
Whisler of the holme district.
T e x t Matt- Elmer Hoke, Nora Harshlbarger, Jacob Whitehew 22: 44.
head, John iHershey, L. L. Moist, Benj. Cas-sel, Mrs. Moses Dohner, W. A. Norris, Ed.
mmmrRiTPTrfiniN nT?,K,nTT<c:
Engle, David Cassel, Edna Fasic, Mrs. H a r bUByORIIFTiION C R E D I T S .
v e y S o t s i n g ; , M . S. Brinser, Miss Bertha Hoff______
man, Mirs. J. jW. Ellabarger, John Grove,
Fannie Engle, H e n r y Landis, G. J. Miann, M.
F r o m Jan. 5 to n6.
Brubaker, J. W. Book, Lizzie Mellinger, J. K.
Fike, H. E . Bo'hen, Walter Engle, Walter
Anna Berst, Rachel Landis, E d g a r M. Over- Bohen, H . Bowers, J. E. Haldeman, E m m a
peck, Susanna Lebeck, Mrs. John Heise, Markley, Lizzie Roseniberger, and
benevolent,
Annie M'inney, IE. E . Hess, F. P. Hess, C. N. E. Daniels, Mary Shriver, P. M. Climenhaga,
Hostetter, H a r r i s N . Hostetter, Mary K. imperial Bank, John H u x , J. A. Nigh, Isaac
Good, Geo. Frey, Ben Johnson, M a r y Peifer, Stern, Maggie H a y / G e o . Kensinger, John O.
Elizabeth Horsh, Jacob Z. Miller, M r s . C. Z. Kanode, H e r m a n Stoner, Herman G. Miller,
Hess, Annie Kachel, M r s . Lizzie Miller, Lizzie Mrs. Clara Miller, Mrs. Mary Wissler, Irven
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Stoner, Levi Bowers, Isaac Hoffman, Fannie
Stoner, Mrs. John A. Stoner, J. M. Epler,
Lizzie G. Lenhart, and benevolent, >Sallie Ney
David Currie, Jesse N. Lehman, Mrs. D. N.
Gish, M a r y Kaufman, EDettie Kready, B. B.
Engle, Harvey Gish, Mary Dull, Mary Bruckhart, Noah Engle, Mrs. Lydia A. Brewer,
Marv Winger, Marv Koppenhaver, A. M.
Brandt, Mrs. Aaron Martin, A. R. Good, Mrs.
S. Ditson, Jacob Mushier, Vern Kirkdorffer,
I. B. Harley, Mrs. H. C. Smeltzer, Mrs. F r a n k
S. Strickler, B. F. Engle, S. H. Bert, E. N.
Sheetz, J. E. Brechbill, J. M. Sheetz, J. C.
Crum, D. H. Brechbill, A. H . Brechbill, Mrs.
Lizzie Dayhoff, J. S. Hoover, H a r r y Hoover,
A . T. Hoover, B. W. Hoover, P. H . Bert,
Win. Page, A. M. Brandt, Mrs. Lizzie Crider,
M. H. Crawford, E. A. Allen, Harvey Nacher,
David Hower, Josephus Baker, Barbara M.
Sites.
H a v e you renewed your subscription?
If
not, do it today.
H o w much of apologizing
'we would be spared froim if we would never
delay doing what we ought to and can do,
NOW!

January

iftiS-

AN INDIA LETTER.

Dear Readers of the VISITOR:—
No doubt if you a r e as anxious and glad to
hear from the missionaries in the field as we
are to hear from home, you will gladly read
a letter.
Here we are in the battle with all circumstances surrounding us different to what we
were used to in America: but I know for all
these God can give us the wisdom we need
to deal, and do, with the conditions about us.
Eoc. 10: 10: "If the iron be blunt, and he
do not whet the edge, then must he put to
it more strength: but wisdom is profitable to
direct."
James 1 : 5 : "If any of you lack wisdom
let him ask of God, that giveth to all men
liberally, and upbraideth not, and it shall be
given him."
•Probably some hapoenings and conditions in
India would be of interest to you.
TESTIMONY.
One evening our teacher was waiting for a
letter, that Sr. Smith was writing, expecting
to deliver it.
When it was finished it was
(Continued from -page 19)
wandered far from God.
I had much to moistened with saliva instead of water for
The teacher first picked up
repent of for the Lord showed me small sins the closing.
as well as large ones to confess.
I have another piece of paper, made a shovel, then
H e said if he
said yes Lord, yes to His will.
Whatever scouped the letter on to it.
He may want me to do it will be yes just touched the letter, he would have to take a
the same.
I truly praise H i m ; it is such a bath or wash his face and hands before he
ate his dinner as he would be unclean.
It'
blessed salvation.
Oh, that these few words might help some certainly reminds one of the scribes and P h a r poor souls to see their privilege in Christ isees when they came to Jesus and asked
Jesus, for this is a real salvation.
It is Him why the disciples trangressed the tradisomething we know for ourselves; it is a tions of the elders, for the disciples did not
peace the world can't give or take away: and wash their hands when they ate.
'Matt. 2 3 : 25: "Woe unto you, scribes and
it is free.
Oh that more would accept it,
for the Lord can do so much for us if we Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye make clean the
outside of the cup and of the platter, but
only believe H i m .
I am so glad
within they are full of extortion and excess.
" H e takes my crimson stains away;
Bathing is a daily exercise with these peoW h a t a blessed salvation;
ple.
Nearly four hundred people bathe daily
H e helps and keeps me every day,
in the tank on our compound.
W h a t a blessed salvation.
Some evenings ago our attention was drawn
W h a t a blessed salvation,
to a crowd of people passing our place. T h e
In Christ my Redeemer;
men were beating drums.
T h e women were
W h a t a blessed salvation,
dressed in bright loolors, carrying baskets of
F o r sinners like me."
fruits and vegetables on their heads.
They
Your sister in the Lord,
were on their way to the tank (pond) to
W e followed
Delila Linebaugh. perform some kind of poojah.
them,
as
the
tank
is
on
our
compound,
to see
Springfield,
Ohio, R. D. 7.
what their course of proceedings would 'be.
First, they set down their baskets and spread
"The laborers are few." Jesus Christ matts and coffee sacking down along the
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brink of the water: while the mien were busy
beating their drums and the dancing girls
performing their duties, t h e women took off
their bright colored sorries and put on plain
white ones, then went into the water and
dipped themselves into the water several
times.
T h r e e women remained standing in
the water during the cermonies while the rest
returned and got their baskets of vegetables
and fruit and carried them with them back
into the w a t e r : these they held in their hands
while they stood in the water :for ten or fifteen minutes.
Just before going back to the
bank a little child came wading thru the water
with a vessel of water which it poured on the
basket of things.
If t h e child was too small
to wade it was carried by a man.
After
this they returned to the bank, set their baskets down along the water's edge on the vessels that contained the water.
Fires were
then built at different places and little candles
placed on the baskets and bits of straw lit
and thrown OH the water.
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of o u r Maker.
They recognize God as their
Father, but know nothing of the atoning
blood of Jesus.
They send us nice fruits and vegetables
from their garden sometimes.
Our first
garden was a failure, mostly, excepting the
tomatoes which by tender care we saved thrm
the hard dashing rains: now they are bearing nicely.
Wie also are realizing lettuce,
carrots and radishes.
T h e 'beans, peas, turnips and potatoes are later.
'Soon after we came to Sour we purchased
a goat and after keeping it a few days we
told our interpreter to give orders for the
killing of it.
"O," he said, "I would not take
upon ime the responsibility of life."
H e was
afraid he might kill one of his ancestors: yet
he purchased some of the «ieat to eat.
We
cannot get beef here as the cow is considered very sacred and is not killed.

One day last summer while my room was
being leaped, a little rain came up, during the
noon hour while I was occupying another
W e then returned to the house feeling
room the calves that were grazing in the yard
sorry we did not Ifave more of the language
decided that since I was not occupying they
so we could tell them of a Christ that satiswould.
I think they were very sorry when
fies the longing soul.
we found them because they had to go out in
W e have one Bengali family in Madhupura
the rain.
which we have visited several times.
While
Wife, or woman, beating is a common
ST. Smith was here we availed ourselves of
thing
here in India.
One night just on rethe opportunity to visit them.
W e left Sour
while it was yet dank, rode in a shaim pony tiring we heard some one sending up wails.
to the station, drawn by two oxen.
T h e On farther listening we found one of our
driver had a rope for lines, fastened thru the neighbors was beating his wife, following her
nose o'f the two oxen and brought up over from their home to ours. One day at the
the yoke.
Some are driven by the tail and noon hour when all the people on the comno lines.
T h e servants o>f the place we were pound had gone for their breakfast, I heard
some talking in the yard.
As I stepped out
visiting had the sham pony awaiting us at the
I saw two women sitting on the grass the
other end.
T h e morning was damp and
one rubbing the other one's head.
On inchilly so first of all we were served a cup
vestigating I found the one had a large gash
of tea, toast and sweets, after which they
in her head and the blood, her matted hair
showed us their beautiful garden of vegetaand dirty sorrie (dress) that looked as tho
bles, fruit and spice trees.
Before we left
it knew no water frdm the time it was new.
I had a chat with the widowed mother in
made her look a perfect fright.
I set to
Hindi.
iShe said "You can say much more
work to clean the wound and clip the hair
in Hindi now than you could the first time
about it.
Before I had quite finished Bro.
you were here, and by the next time you can Smith came to help in the task I had begun.
say yet more."
T h e wife of the home can So the head was bandaged.
This woman
speak English so we are not left entirely to had also been beaten by a man.
the mercy o'f what we know in Hindi.
At
twelve o'clock we were served a nice breakOne night I was awakened by hearing Sr.
fast, riee and curries of vegetables from their Smith tell the thieves to g o !
W e all got
garden and sweets.
This family is not a up to see if every thing was right.
On
specimen of India as families of this kind are finding nothing gone we again went to bed.
rare.
While there we failed not to speak But the next morning we found a pillow and
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counterpane gone.
T h e pillow was found in
the field the next day.
Last imonth the H i n d i people held one of
their largest poojahs.
On the one evening
of the week their houses and yards were
well lighted.
Just before dark all that were
at one house together, tied straw on the end
of sticks, then marched in front of their
house from the veranda with their touches
lit.
They first pretended to have a torch
fight, then put the remainder on one heap
and took turns in jumping through the fire.
Also while Sr. 'S. was here we visited one
of the mission stations of the Zenana Bible
Women.
This is conducted by single ladies.
They have one Bengali school taught by a
Christian native girl, also two native Bible
women to help visit the Zenana homes.
I
was privileged to visit one of the Zenana
homes with Miss Catt.
She taught two
little women in that home, one was learning
the Hindi characters and knitting.
The
other was reading the stories of the creation.
It was very hard to get them to talk, read
and recite.
But don't you think you would
be the' same way if you were kept behind
the' curtains all your life and perchance : you
traveled from one place to another you had
to keep your face covered and travel in a
v e c h i c l e ' t h a t was covered all around?
'We
also visited the jail, hospital,- shops, and some
Bengali homes.
Tracts were given out and
books sold on the way.-'••' Every Saturday
evening t h e y have a ' sawing class for -the
benefit of the native helpers. Not only sewing is taught but also knitting.
T h e class
is dismissed aifter prayers, song and the 'givrihg' of a scripture verse.
;TCKS<
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OUR YOUNG PEOPLE.
H O W GOD D E L I V E R E D FROM T H E
DEVIL'S

PIT.

T h e following is a true incident in the life
o'f Caroline T a l b o t :
"I must go to the Devil's Pit tonight at
eleven o'clock," said a lady evangelist dressed in the pla'in g a r b of the Society O'f Friends.
"Why, my dear Mrs. Talbot, that is the
worst place in all New York City; I did not
know that you were aware of its existence,"
answered the gentleman at whose house Mirs;
Talbot was visiting.
"I did not know of it until 'last night," she
replied, "but a message came to .me from my
iMaster, 'Go to the Devil's Pit at eleven o'clock
tomorrow night to rescue a soul.'
My message is clear; I must obey."
"It would be at the risk of your life; even
the policemen fear to enter that den of iniquity"
"I. would. not endanger the lives of my
friends, and I am willing to go alone, if needs
be
Friend Benton, if thou wilt take me t o
the Jmayor of the city,. I will state m y . m i s sion and ask for a 'policeman as guard,"
: "But do you not think such a risk of your
life is, uncalled for?" asked Mrs. Benton.
"Vxuir labors for the Lord are needed elsewhere. , I t seems to. me such an errand is
visionary." ..
., >
ir

' ' ' M a y 'we continue to have your prayers -in - -Devotion to a mission—devotion.to a..sect,:
the opening of this new field.
Devotion t o ; a .preacher whom they, themselves elect.
'.<'"•••! • Yours for Christ in India, , .-.
'Now while all this attention is wcmderful
•'"
..-• M. Effie Rohrer.
'•'•" -•''' to see, •'*'• :: >'
'• • ••'• -••••
• I- miss one t r u e devotion which much dis:••.. - t r e s s e s m e ; ,
„....-; „ DEVOTION.
All these sectarian actions small Comfort
doth afford, .
T yearn to see 'more plainly Devotion t o
:
the 'Lord.
F r o m Zion's lofty watch tower o'er. ChrisYea, . . ' H e : ailorae is worthy of worship,
tendom I gaze,
'-i-honor, praise,
, ..-;;
lAwd see much mah-.made worship which . .
iHis precious Blood hath saved us from
•: doth 'my: mind aimaze,
-..<•.;
Hell's destroying rays;
AM'i'fanms of ;adoratioin around abroad I
'Come, let lis all adore Him, fast -cleaving
;., .trace.
.
|,!
"
T h e : spirk of "devotion" prevails in every •'••••'•'-••-• to His word,
And show to all around us Devotion to.
.place.'
•• '••' -v
. ,
,- •'
Devotion to a building devotion to a cause, _...;. --.-.the Lord.,
T o what are You devoted?'
Devotion to a prayer book compiled by
—Sel. by Sarah Grade*
human laws;
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"My message is clear, and that is all I
k n o w ; but where the 'Master sends me,. I go.
If death comes in the path 6i~> iuty, I a m
ready; better die -doing duty than live shirking it.
I would not have thee and thy husband exposed to danger on my account.
I
fear nothing, when I am sure the Master is
leading."
"Do you know to whom you are sent?"
"Simply this, whether sleeping or waking,
I know not, a voice said to m e : 'Go to the
Devil's Pit tomorrow night at eleven o'clock
to rescue a soul.' Thou knowest, Sister Benton, when the Master commands, I can do
naught but obey.
M y gray hairs and plain
dress will gain me admission where others
could not go.
I hold there is 'no religion in
the cut or color of a garment, but I find
great protection in this plain garb I wear in
the slums of the cities where my work often
takes place."
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ceptible,. . A s the carriages neared a dark
alley, the policemen ordered them stopped,
and, descending, said to the occupants: "It is
as much as your lives are worth, ladies, to
come to this black hole.
W e warn you not
to attempt it.
Even the policemen keep shy
of the Devil's Pit."
"I am not afraid," answered 'M|rs. Talbot.
"But, friends," she
continued, "you had better stop behind while
I follow the policemen, for enter that place
I m u s t ; imy message commands it."
W e will not leave you alone, Mrs. Talbot,
in such a district," replied Mr. Dean; and
the party descended from the carriages, ordering the drivers to wait there until they should
return.
"If you will go," said one of the policemen,
"wait here at the end of this alley.
Mle and
Ben will go to the pit first and reconnoitre.
If we turn the white light of our lanterns
toward you, then you may follow.
But I
"If you think you must go, Mrs. Talbot, warn you, if we turn the red light, make for
I will see what protection I can get from the your carriages as quick as you can, and drive
mayor," said Mr. Benton, as he rose to leave
fast from the dangerous place."
the house on his errand.
I n the darkness stood that little party of
Coming back some hours later, he said:
five, as the light from the lanterns faded
" I have secured two policemen; and Rev. Dr.
away.
One, two, three minutes dragged by,
Dean and his wife, with my wife and myeslf
will accompany you in carriages to this strange as tho the wings of time were weighted with
Not a word was spoken.
It was no
destination.
If I cannot persuade you to lead
Dot the silence vibrated
give up this peculiar infatuation, your friends time for talking.
with momentous
results.
Peradventure,
wild not allow you to go alone."
Michael and his angels were battling with the
"Thou are kind, Friend Benton.
I have
•unseen powers of darkness over the weal or
no 'fear ifor myself.
T h e Master can protect me as well in the Devil's Pit, as H e did woe of a soul. W h a t soul needed the human
Peter in iprison.
I dont' look for 'miraculous instrumentality of this weak woman's help,
Let
angel deliverance, but when the Lord sends she knew not, but followed the Master.
men doubt as they will, regarding a special
'His children Hiis defense goeth before."
providence; let scoffers cavil at Divine guidIt was a night iblatak with darkness.
Not
the Ipalest moonbeam escaped thru the cloud- ance; it changes not the facts in the lives of
banks.
Not a star glimmered.
God seem- those who have experienced this to which
they testify.
ed t o have forgotten the world.
W h a t appalling deeds of evil were being
T w o carriages, each one protected iby a 'policeman on the Ibox with t h e driver, turned committed all around them by those who
"For
from the respectable thoroughfares of New loved darkness irafher than light?
York City and entered a district where were every one that doeth evil hateth the light."
crowded together the very dregs of humanity. Under cover of those black skies what deT h e carriage lamps and the (policemen's lan- moniacal spirits inhabiting h u m a n bodies
terns were the only lights to guide them thru prowled and plotted and perpetrated their
Yet, I say that one lone wothe black darkness of the surrounding squal- foul plans?
or.
N o w and then sickly gas-jets flickered man was more powerful than the hosts of
in ' the smoke-be-grimed shades of corne'r •unclean spirits from the bottomless pit, led
lamp posts, or, as a door was quickly opened by the great Red Dragon, the beast from the
and shut in some gambling house or dance awful abyss; for the Lord God Almighty
hall, a flash of light was seen ifo r a moment, was her defense, against whom neither the
For. evil
only to make the intense blackness more per- hosts of God o r . M a g o g prevail.
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is powerless before the presence of omnipotence.
A light is seen in the distance!
Is it white
or red?
"Came quickly, cried Dr. Dean and
Mr. Benton, each grasping the anm of his
wife.
"The lanterns show the redlight of
danger!
W e have no time to lose!
Mrs.
Talbot, follow us close here, take my other
anm!" cried Mr. Benton.
But in the darkness, each gentleman thought the lady was
under the care of the other, and so they hastened to the carriages, only to find with alarm
that Mrs. Talbot was not with them.
They
feared to leave their wives to go back, they
also feared to take their wives back into that
dark alley, and thinking the policemen must
have reached their friend, they hastily got into the carriages and waited further developments.
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they reached the door, they 'found her beside
them.
"Open the door," she calmly commanded.
"You'll be kiWed if you enter!" they protested.
"Open the door," was her only reply, and
as the policemen forced open the door, a sight
imet her eyes which made even these men,
holding their cocked pistols, quake with fear.
O n e instant that gray-haired woman stood in
the door-way, with eyes uplifted to heaven;
the next she walked boldly into the midst of
that crowd of swearing, drunken,
fighting
'men, and knelt down and prayed aloud.
At
first her voice was drowned by the oaths and
curses and vile gibes of the besotted wretches,
but as one and another became conscious of
her presence, their astonishment at her unheard-of temerity silenced them, and for a
few seconds the voice of that praying woman
was the only sound heard in that evil den.
Rising from her knees and opening her eyes,
she instantly knew for whom she had been
sent to that place.

W e will follow Mrs. Talbot.
In the darkness she stood their alone with her God.
"Shall I follow m y friends?" asked fear.
"Go to the Devil's Pit at eleven o'clock to
rescue a soul."
Had she rescued that soul?
She hesitated no longer, but turned towards
A young girl pale as death, with terrorthe dangerous den of the wicked.
T h e po- dilated eyes and hands clasped in agony, sat
licemen met her with cocked pistols.
' ' H a s - apart from the crowd of diabolical revelers.
ten, lady, to the carriage; did you not see our Mrs. Talbot quickly crossed the room, graspred lights?
It will cost you your life to go ed the hand of the girl, saying, "My dear,
further!
T h e furies will tear you to pieces! come with me, I was sent for thee."
W h e r e are your friends?"
'I knew God would rescue ime some way,"
"They have gone to the carriages," said whispered the poor girl, trembling with horMrs. Talbot, calmly, hut I must go on to that ror ; and thru the amazed crowd of blear-eyed,
house."
filthy, brutal wretches those two pure women
"Why, woman, you're imad!" exclaimed the passed hand in hand, unhanmed, led by omnipotent power, and guarded by angelic hosts;
second policeman.
"I tell thee, the Lord has commanded me for, "The angel of the L o r d encampeth round
to enter that place this might, and I shall about them that 'fear H i m and delivereth
them."
obey iHim, if I die on the threshold."
"Why, lady, do you know what creatures
you'll face?"
"If it is the mouth of the bottomless pit
itself, I must go there to rescue a soul.
If
you policemen will not accompany me, I
shall go alone.
I ifear nothing when my
Master commands me to go."

"I would have sworn that you'd be
pieces" said the astonished policemen,
followed Mrs. Talbot and her young
out of that den of iniquity, where
the orgies had been resumed.

torn to
as they
charge
already

"What is thy name, dear, and why art thou
here?" asked Mrs. Talbot of the quaking girl
beside her, around whom she had thrown her
protecting arm, as she perceived that the terrible suspense and agony the girl had borne
had rendered her too weak to walk wothout
help.

"Well, it shan't he said that a lady went
where a policeman was afraid," exclaimed the
man Ben. Wait here a moment. Me and Ben
will go once again and see if we can prepare
you a way," and the policemen turned back
"Oh, Mrs. Talbot, the Lord sent y o u ! "
towards the loathsome place, from which
" I
came the sounds of awful blasphemies and bed the anguished young woman.
ribald songs.
Unknown to the policemen, been at your meetings. . J knew God
MTS. Talbot followed them close, and when heard my prayers for help as soon as

sobhave
had
you
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entered the door.
My father is Dr. Wenthorn."
"Why, my dear, I know thy parents well.
.They are faithful Christian people.
How
came thee here?"
"I will tell you.
I was engaged to marry
a young man, with the consent of 'my parents.
I thought he was upright and true.
My
-father has lately lost his properly, and since
then, Jack has seemed somewhat different:
I see it now.
I know now he was trying to
m a r r y me only for money.
This evening he
asked me to walk.
My mother gave her
consent, as she had often before.
About
two hours ago, as Jack and I were taking a
stroll, we met a woman whom he introduced
as his friend.
Just then a man touched him
on the shoulder; they talked together a moment, and then Jack said to me, 'Annie my
friend will take you to her house for a little
while, I have some important business I must
attend to at once.
I will call for you there
in an hour.'
"Unsuspecting any evil, I went with the
woman, who was middle aged, and modestly dressed, I saw by the light of a gas-jet
near by, and it toeing so dark a night, I could
not recognize the streets thru which we so
hurriedly passed.
When we reached what
she called her home, she opened the door;
we entered, and before I was aware where I
was, I found myself in that awful place where
you saw me."
"Poor child, what didst thou do?"
"I sat there praying to God to. save me
some way.
I couldn't see h o w ; but I knew
H e had all power, and my faith was firm
•halt >He would irescue <me, and not let those
men harm me.
I saw then the awful treachery of the man I had trusted.
Oh, there he
comes now!" whisperd the frightened girl, as
s-he shrank closer to her protector.
"Never >fear, dear.
But wait, I must speak
to that man," said Mirs. Talbot.

in thy iwfamy.
I warn thee to leave this
city at once, for I shall put this young girl's
brother on thy track tonight, and I give thee
just six hours to get out of town, for I must
prevent bloodshed, if possible, and I know
the spirit of the man whose sister thou hast
so basely wronged.
I -could deliver thee up
to these policemen at once; tout tt will give
thee this one chance to reform thy evil ways.
May the Spirit of God lead thee to repent."
Base as the young man was, he stood trembling and aghast, confronted by truth and
purity, as 'manifested in those two women
against one of whom all his diabolical cunning had availed nothing; and he slunk away
into the darkness, whether to go on in his
infamous crimes, or to repent like the thief
on the cross, is not known.
T h e young girl was restored to her parents,
and grateful thanks were tendered to Almighly God for her marvelous deliverance.
The
policeman Ben was converted, declaring that
"if faith in God could work such a miracle
as that which took place before his own eyes,
he was 'bound to get it."
T h e devoted evangelist went calmly on her
consecrated way, confident that she had
naught whereof to boast, toeing a weak, timid
woman; but knowing that when a child of
God reflects in his life the image of the Divine Christ, and by 'faith, which is the gift
o'f the Holy Spirit, lays claim to the title of
his inheritance is offered toy the Infinite
Father to all of H i s children, then just so
.much of the omnipotence of His heavenly
Father will toe exercised in his behalf as he
ishall lay claim to thru his title of faith. According to his faith it will toe unto him.
And that faith is not a 'blind belief, but
an enlightened apprehension of the omnipotence, olmoipresence, and omniscience of the
infinite Creator, Upholder, and Savior of mankind.—The Manna. Printed by request.

T h r u the darkness the man was now more
plainly seen as the lanterns of the policemen
flasheo" their light across his deceitful face,
and he started back; but Mrs. Talbot said
in firm t o n e s : "Young man, the Lord has
protected the young girl that thou didst so
basely seek to destroy, and has sent me to
rescue her before it was too late.
Remember, Almighty God can defeat all the spirits
of evil combined.
I warn thee to repent
of tky sinful life before God cuts thee down

" W h a t if vour own were starving,
F a i n t i n " with famine pain;
Would you hear their wail as a thrice
told tale,
And turn to your feast again?"
Thoughts precede and orompt actions.
If we think about the condition of the
heathen we will be prompted to p r a y for

them.
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A REMINDER
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Christian friends and fellow travelers
WHK GENTLE SPIRIT.
to the bar of God : I realize this beauti;
rniul morning that the Lord wants me to
What a rare accomplishment is a genwrite a few thoughts on this Christmas , t l e spirit!
In exceptional cases, it is
week, as so-called, people of God can do natural; but in general, it is only acmany things thinking it is nice. Well, quired after long experience in the
it is true, but it is the nature that wants gc hool of Christ. There are many, even
it.
But it makes m e think how won- a m o n g those who profess the experience
derful the Lord has created this world. 0 f holiness, who have never graduated
It is so beautiful: every tree and every j n this Christly degree.
They still
thing is so nice.
No person could .think is necessary to be loud and boistermake, or even think to make, it so nice. o u s a n ( j hnjpetuous and emphatic in their
It is wonderful to our eyes how every expression, in order to convince listentree small or great was glistening with e r S ) that they are in earnest. How difsilver petals, everything as clear as crys- ferent from the sweet, gentle, quiet spirit
tal as pure as the Lord Himself.
He 0 f Christ.
It was prophesied of Him,
also covered the earth with a pure white "He shall not/ cry, not lift up, nor cause
spread, so pure and so glorious, and it his voice to be heard in the streets."
was done so good.
"He was meek and lowly in heart," and
Praise the Lord the Christ is born, "gentle in spirit."
the Lord has come, good will on earth.
Much of the boisterous praying and
The shepherds sought the white-walled testifying and preaching is but the entown where lay the baby boy, and O the ergy of the flesh, and detracts from its
gladness of the world, the glory of the usefulness because of unnecessary effort.
skies.
"The wisdom that is from above is first
These are only a few lines from an pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy to be
unworthy one, but it might remind some entreated, full of mercy and good fruits,
one of our Maker who is God, the Sav- without partiality (or wrangling) and
ior of the world.
I would like to see without hypocrisy" (Jas. 3 : 17).
more Christians write for this paper.
It is really refreshing to come in conIf they would get a mind to write they tact with a calm, quiet, gentle spirit, who
could: but one said to me, she would has deep and heaven-born convictions,
not write, she would be afraid she would meeting with all kinds of opposition and
make a mistake.
Well then, we need contradictions and abuse, but amid it
a deeper work. Mistakes are good for all-is calm, restful, gentle, and yet firm
us sometimes, it humbles us down.
If as. the unyielding cork.
Never betraymy writing goes in the waste basket I e d into impatience, or harshness of
can say, praise the Lord, and believe, speech, or hasty action.
Jesus was
the editors knew what they were doing, never hasty in word or deed. "He was
This comes rather late and long after brought as a lamb to the salughter, and
Christmas.
Now I want to get this as a sheep before her shearers is dumb,
blessed New Year in too. Well, I.wish, so he opened not his mouth."
"When
you all A Happy New Year, and all the he was reviled, he reviled not again;
blessings the Lord has for His people, when he suffered, he threatened not."
Fannie E. Barnes. Oh, the calm, quiet, sweetness and beau-
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ty of a gentle spirit!
Dr. Watson, in that perfect gem of a
little book, "A Pot of Oil," says: "So
few professing Christians form a deep
determination to become thoroughly gentie in their nature and life. They look
upon a gentle disposition as a beautiful
flower which can grow only in favored
. .; , ,
, .. ,
spots, or a spiritual luxury, a ceiestial
,
, •
. . . . .
cake and ice-cream, which is pleasant to
have in the feverish bustle of life, but
not as being an essential staple in Christian experience.
This is why so few
Christians are gentle.
"To have a real gentle spirit there
must not be the least secret feeling of
anything bitter, or sour, or severe, or
combative, or dictatorial, or sitting in
judgment, or religious bragadocio.
If
we do not know how to suffer, then we
will never know how to be gentle.
"To be filled with the gentleness of
Jesus, we must put it above everything
else; that is, set a price on it in our
hearts, above all Christian activity, above
all preaching, or evangelistic work, or
Scripture exegesis, or building of
churches, or running a mission, or feeding the poor, or nursing the sick, or going to heathen lands, or cutting a great
figure in the Christian world, or in the
visible church.
Who will believe this
and comply with it? The ruin of spirituality among modern 'Christians is in
putting the fussy doing of religion ahead of the deep, divine inward being
like Jesus.
Unless our hearts fairly
break with intense love of the humility
and gentleness of Jesus, so that we appredate being just like Him in all our
inward spirit and behavior, and esteem
that first and foremost in the moral universe, then we must fail of ever knowing Him in the deep sense that Paul
refers to in the third chapter of Philippians.
The Lamb of God reveals the
very sweetness of His inner life only
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to those few who esteem Him in and
for Himself, above all creation and all
spiritual activities."—John M. Pike in
Way of Faith. Sel. by Sr. Mary J. Long.
111
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When the bishop read off the name
,
\
•
of Gideon Goodshepherd for the
*,
,
Smithtown church that brother's heart
sank within him, and his face turned
white.
This was not because he felt the
place was not good enough for him.
Qn

the contrary) he knew

^

his

Demetrius
&

charge

-

a

But

gr£at

it w a s

quite

<. grade .-But the Rev. Dr.
Demosthenes was preacher
,agt y £ a r
N o w the doctor
p r e a c h e r ; a n d h e k n o w s it.

Goodshepherd

did

not

then

know

^
a n e a s y t h i n g R is t0 f o l l o w a
great preaecher.
At the close of his first Sunday at
Smithtown there was no great stir,
The preacher had given his people a
plain and tender message with no
flourish of trumpets and no promise of
great things to follow.
The congregation listened with due attention and
seemed to understand.
"Not much
style about the preacher, but he acts
as though he would pull going uphill,"
was the agricultural comment of one
brother on his way out of church,
And the aforesaid remark reflected
pretty accurately the judgment of the
rest.
One thing encouraged Goodshepherd.
Dr. Demosthenes had left an inheritance
of vacant pews, and the new minister
had several times gone to churches whose
pews had been emptied by dignity and
rhetoric.
Six months have passed.
What a
change!
The vacant pews are vacant
no more. How the people come trooping in! Even the Amen corner is filled
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to repletion. Late-comers occupy chairs
in the aisles and the boys and girls perch
high upon the pulpit stairs.
Whatever
has happened?
Has the minister suddenly developed into a modern Apollos?
O r is he discussing sotae grotesque and
sensational themes concerning which
there is widespread public curiosity?
JMav, nay.
The minister has been among the peopie.
During every day of every week
his kindly face and a winsome voice and
cordial handgrasp have been almost omnipresent.
'He has felt himself to be
the shepherd of the sheep, and has
sought with passionate eagerness those
who have strayed from the fold.
Up
and down the 'streets he has gone, into
mansion and cottage, factory and office,
among the washed and the unwashed,
everywhere carrying his message of
cheer.
He has completely won the unemotional merchant into whose office he
went one clay like a burst of sunshine.
He has spo'ken words of cheer to the
clerks behind the counter, some of whom
have for months felt neglected and lone1y. He has gone down into the mines
where men toil with grimy face and
calloused hands and made them know
that he is their friend. He has lingered
a while in the little shop of the village
cobbler and the wrinkled face has been
illumined by the new light and hope
which the minister's words have inspired. He has walked a few rounds with
his farmer-friends as they have turned
over the furrows in their big fields. And
he has greeted the boys and girls upon
the street and in the schoolrooms and
imparted to them new zeal to get ready
for life's bigger tasks.
No wonder the people come crowding
in.
They come to hear and see their
friend.
He is their friend because he
is a friendly man, and consecrates his
persona! power to the supreme task of
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making his friends the friends of Christ,
No, Gideon Goodshepherd is not a
great preacher.
He makes no aerial
flights. When you hear him preach
you are not led to think of soaring
rockets and comets and that sort of
thing.
The Rev. Dr. Demetrius Demosthenes can discount himi heavily on
big words.
But you cannot persuade
the
Smithtown saints that even as a
preacher he is not great.
Anything he
sa vs s o u n d
s well to them,
W h a t is t h a t s o m e o n e s a i d ab
° u t en-,
,ar in
g g t h e ° l d church?
Ah, we exThe end must
Peeted as much'be
P^hed back or the sides out to make
r o o m for the
P e o P l e w h o w a n t t o come,
A n d at the
approaching conference if
the bisho
P s h o u ! d m a k e a change at
Smithtown, we would advise him to
Ieave the
session under heavy guard,
a n d t o steal o u t of t o w n in t h e
nightBishop •'• F- Berry.
•*-»
FACTS AND FIGURES.

"
The statistical report for the year 1911
shows that the liquor bill of the United
States, for that year, amounted to One
Billion, Eight Hundred and ThirtyMillion Six Hundred and Fifty-three
Thousand Four Hundred and Twentyfive Dollars.
Let us consider this subject for a few
minutes.
At the above figures, this nefarious
traffic cost our nation more than seven
times what is cost to carry on the entire
business of the Post Office department,
for the same length of time; six times
the amount of the tarriff; four and one
half times the cost of the Panama Canal;
three times the value of the wheat crop,
or one and five-sevenths times the national debt,
With these figures before us we think
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that we have computed the cost of the
liquor traffic; but alas, how mistaken!
T h i s is only the beginning and least of
the cost.
While this terrible blight, yea, curse,
has our fair nation in its grasp, and is
costing us millions upon millions of dollars every year, it is also m a k i n g of
many of our once happy homes actual
dens of misery and despair.
It is causing many an innocent mother and child
to go hungry and barely clad: It is making brutes of, once kind husbands and
fathers; and luring the young of our
land, both boys and girls, to lives of
dissipation; wrecking manhood and womanhood, and dragging m a n y a once
promising young man or woman down
to fill (the very thot should make us
shudder) a drunkard's g r a v e ; with this
life ruined and snuffed out and no possible ray of 'hope for the great hereafter.
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Honor and virtue, love and truth,
All the glory and pride of youth,
Hope of manhood, the zvealth of fame,
High ambition, the noble aim,
These are the treasures thrown away,
As the price of a drink, from day to day.
" 'Five cents a glass'! Hozv Satan laughed,
As o'er the bar the young man chaffed;
And before the morning the victim lay
With his life blood ebbing szviftly
away;
And that was the price he paid, alas,
For the pleasure of taking a social glass.
The price of a drink, if you want to know
What some are zuiUing to pay for it go
To that wretched hovel over there,
With its dingy window and rickety stair,
Where poverty dzvells with its hungry
brood.
Wild-eyed as demons, for lack of food,
Where innocent ones are thus
accursed,
To pay the price of another's
thirst.
"Five cents a glass, oh! if that were all,
The sacrifice would, indeed, be small:
But the money's
worth is the least
amount
You pay; whoever will keep an account
Will learn of the terrible zvaste and
blight
That follows that ruinous
appetite.
Five cents a glass, does any one think
That that is really the price of a drink?"
—Ina P. Wood,
SeL

Can we compute the cost of drink?
Impossible; W h e n we can place a
value upon a human life; put a price
upon suffering and w o e ; or compute in
dollars and cents the real worth of a
broken-hearted wife or mother's t e a r s ;
also take into consideration the value of
an immortal soul, which is only surpassed by the shed Blood of Christ.
Multiply the result obtained by hundreds
of thousands then, and then only, can
we say what is the actual cost of liquor.
I KNOW.
In the following lines the poet has
well expressed the thot.
I <know thy sorrow child, I know it well,
Thou need'st not try with broken voice to
"Five cents a glass, does any one think
tell.
That that is really the price of a drink?
Just let me lay thy head here on My brea,t,
Five cents a glass, some one might say,
And find here sweetest comfort, perfect
•rest.
'Why I that isn't very much to pay.'
Thou need'st not bear the burden, child,
The price of a drink, let him decide
thyself,
Who has lost his courage and his pride, I yearn to take it all upon Myself:
Then trust it all to me, to-day—to-morrow
And lies a grovelling heap of clay,
Yes, e'en forever for I know thy sorrow.
Not far removed from a beast today."
Long years 1 planned it alii ifor thee,
"The price of a drink? let that one tell,
Prepare it that thou might'st find need of
Who sleeps tonight in a murderer's
cell.
Me;
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er, Mirs. Mary Miarkell, Mrs. N. L. Yontz,
MTS. Orne, 'Bro. Garman, Sr. Hitz, Sr. Myra
Gish, and Ethel Shaffer.
Cash donations by the following: Bro.
Haagan, $.25; J W Wolgemuth, $1,50; Mary
E. Hoffman, $1.00; Sr. Ehlers, $2.00; Barbara Kern, $4.00; Dr. D. J. Hetrick, $10.OL;
Clara Hoffman, $1.00; Bro. Haagan, $.25;
Kings Daughters, Whatsoever Circle of Lewistown Pa., $$3.50; Mrs. Light, $.50; Mrs.
I know thy sorrow and I love thee more, R. iH. Bachman, $1.25.
Because for such as thee I came and bore
The wrong, the s'haime, the pain of Calvary,
That I imight comlfort give to such as the.;;
SOUDERTON, PA.
So resting here, my child, thy hand in mine,
Thy sorrow to toy care, to-day resign,
Dread not that some new care will come
Eld. Allen B. Brubaker of Mt. Hope, Lanto-morrow,
What does it matter—II know all thy sor- caster Co., Pa., started a series of meetings
row.
on Saturday evening, Dec. 12, at the Silverdale M. H., continuing a week, then started at
lAnd I will gladly take it all for thee,
Souderton M. H., on Sunday evening the 20th.
If only thou wilt trust it all to me,
The brother did not
Thou needst not stir but in imy love lie and closed the 27th.
still,
shun to declare the whole counsel of God.
(And learn the sweetness of thy Father's
In 'Christian love,
will;
Henry F. Rosenberger.
That will has only .planned for the best,
Dec. 31, 1914.
So knowing this lie still and sweetly rest;
Trust me.
The future shall not bring
to thee,
But that will bring thee closer still to me.
"They that dwell in the land of the
:—Sel. by Sarah Grade. Shadow of Death—upon them hath the
light shined" f Isaiah 9 : 2 ) .
MESSIAH ORPHANAGE.

Without it child thou would'st not come
to find,
This 'place of comfort in this love of mine.
IHad'st thou no cross like this for rne to
bear,
Thou would'st not feel the need of My
strong care,
Bait in thy weakness thou didst come to
iMie,
And thus through this My plan I have won
•thee.

Donations for the months of Sept. Oct.
Nov. and Dec. 1914.
Sundries, 'Provisions and Clothing were contributed by the following: Mrs. Samuel Hoffman, Mrs. Albner 'Martin, Mrs. Amos nEgle,
Mrs. Seachrist, Mrs. Hirsh, Mrs. C. Hershey.
Mrs. C. Niseley, Mrs. Walters, Mrs. Musse'r,
B^ro. Garman, Mrs. Mrs. Bashore, Sr. L.
King, Daniel Enb. Sr. Jacob Kreider, Sr. ?.
EKzabethtown dist. Bro. H. A. Garman, Sr.
Garman Barbara Kern, Mrs. Ralph Bckler.
Mrs R. H. Basbman, MTS. 'Light, Mrs. John
Lorninger, Bro. Lungunecker, iMary Harstick.
Mrs Stiner. Sr. Garman, Mr. Remil, Needle
Work Guild. Elizabethtown dist, E. H. Hershey, Lena iMetzker, A Sister, Messiah Home,
Mrs. Adaim Brandt. Souderton Needle Work
Guild, Sr. Mary Kendig, Harrisburg School,
A Brother, Harrisburg Needle Work Guild,
Ephriam Engle, Mrs. Packer, Mrs. Charles
Bream, Sr. King, EKzabethtown dist., D. M.
Book, Sr. Witmer. Bro. Gra'man, Mrs. Pack-

T h e r e is nothing in all
missionary labors that
guarded so faithfully as
missionaries sent out to

the realm of
needs to 'be
the kind of
the heathen.

" O h , ibend the knee to pray
F o r Israel's ancient race—
Ask Jesus every dav
T o call theirii by His grace—
Yea, for a debt of love is due
F r o m Christian Gentiles to the J e w .
Raise up, O L o r d , the 'Holy Ghost,
F r o m this broad land a mightv host,
Their war-cry " W e will seek the lost,
W h e r e T h o u , O Christ, wilt come."
If every Christian in America would
give one extra cent a week for missions
it would double the present missionary
force.

LO&T, LOST.
READER:—That is a solemn word!
"Lost at sea"—'"Lost in infamy"—"Lost
in Death"—"A lost man"—"A lost woman'—"A lost child.'
All these words
call up sad thoughts. But to be lost at
last!—how mournful. What a fate for
you or for me.
What an end for one
who might have been a son of God, an
heir of glory, a companion of angles
and glorified saints; to miss the heavenly port, and fail of the grace of God, to
perish and be lost!
TOMBSTONE

EPITAPH

What an epitaph would that be.
What a sad word :to close up the history
of a being destined for immortality—
lost! Young, brave, polite, bright—but
lost! Beautiful, amiable, caressed, flattered—but lost! Serious, moral, courteous, affectionate—but lost! Correct in
deportment, a church-goer, benevolent,
learned, respected—but lost!
Reader, shall such a record be written
above the resting place of your buried
hopes? "Lost! Lost!"
Oh, 'tis a terrible thing to be lost in the wilderness;
to be lost at sea; to have your ship
ground to fragments amid the roaring
tumult of the breakers and the frowning terrors of a lee shore; to feel that
only one single plank holds you back
from death, and that that will soon be
swept from your enfeebled grasp; but
oh, how much more terrible to be lost
in eternity, to be ship-wrecked and dashed along dark ruin's fiery coast, to be
drowned in destruction and perdition, to
be lost amid the surging billows of the
lake of fire and brimstone—to be LOST.'
LOST !
LOST !
Lost from miercy, and
joy, and bliss—lost from peace, and life,
and gladness—lost beyond hope or help,
beyond remedy or release.
— ^ T E R R I B L E TO SEEK FOR G A I N

Terrible as this word is, it will close
up the history of multitudes.
"What

shall it profit a man if he gains the
whole world and lose himself, or be a
castaway?"
And it is a solemn fact
that while no man ever has gained the
whole world, thousands have been lost
in the attempt. Shall this be your destiny ? Do you tread the path of ambition and seek to gain the dizzy heights
of power? Oh, look and see how many,
in treading that perilous path, have been
lost! Do you seek wealth?—ah, multitudes have lost themselves there. Satan has his hook in that pile of gold.
—TERRIBLE

TO SEEK FOR

PLEASURE—

Do you seek pleasure? A'young lady
stood on the verge that overhung the
boiling flood of Niagara, and saw a
beautiful flower growing there.
She
coveted it; she reached forth her hand
to pluck it, but bending above that dread
abyss, her foot slipped, and she was—
LOST/
Ah, reader! the flowery path
you tread overhangs perdition's awful
gulf, and those beauteous blossoms of
prid- and praise are waving far out
above the fiery deep: pluck them and
you are lost! Lost!
CHRISTLESS READER LOST NOW

.Christless reader, you are lost now.
Not fatally, not irrecoverably.
Thou
hast destroyed thyself, but in Christ is
thy hope. You are a "lost sheep," but
the Shepherd of Israel seeks you today.
You are a. lost son, but a father's heart'
yearns over the absent prodigal.
Will
you return ? Ah, you are in darkness—
you know not how.
Let me tell you:
Years ago a man was benighted in ont
of the mining regions in England.
He
lost his way.
It was dark.
Dangers
The forgoing tract which is complete in a
small eight ipage, 3J4 by 5 dn. booklet, with
an attractive cover, can be had of S. R. Smith,
Grantham, Pa., at 4 cents per copy; 40 cents
per doz; $1.50 per fifty; $2.50 per hundred,
postpaid. This booklet has proved a wonderful inspiration to some who wore lost in
sin, and others in doubt or discouragement.

